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Preface

These lecture notes are devoted to questions of the behaviour, when
t --+ 00, of trajectories vt(v), t E R+ = [0,00) for semigroups {vt, t E
R+, X} of nonlinear bounded continuous operators vt in a locally
non-compact metric space X and for solutions of abstract evolution
equations. The latter contain many boundary value problems for
PDE (partial differential equations) of a dissipative type.

In contrast to the traditional theory of the local stability of PDE
(i.e. in the vicinity of a solution) we study the behaviour of all tra
jectories or solutions for the problems and give a description of the
set of all limit states. We will not make assumptions either about the
smallness of the parameters in the problem or on the closeness of the
problem to a linear one, neither will we consider any other condition
that ensures that all the solutions of the problem tend to some spe
cial solution. Our purpose is to develop a global theory of stability
for problems of mathematical physics with dissipation. The principal
ideas in this subject were formulated in paper [1] and I follow them
here. The object of paper [1] concerns boundary value problems for
Navier-Stokes equations. This object helped us to understand which
properties of semigroup {vt, t E R+, X} imply the compactness of
the set of all limit states (or, which is the s~me, the minimal global B
attractor), its invariance, the possibility of continuing the semigroup
restricted on M to the full group on M and a finiteness of dynamics
{vt, t E R = (-oo,+oo),M}.

The latter was a source of investigations of the finiteness of di-
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mensions of compact sets in the Hilbert space X which are invariant
under a nonlinear bounded operator V enjoying some special proper
ties. The paper by Mallet-Paret [2] was the first one in this direction.
In the paper by Douady and Oesterle [3], the Hausdorff dimension
(dimH A) of such sets A was estimated for a wider class of operators
V. Although the full proof in [3] was done for the case of a Euclidean
space X =Rn, the authors pointed out that it may be generalized to
the case of a Hilbert space X.

After these papers many works devoted to such question were pub
lished ([4]-[10], etc.). In the first part of Chapter 4 we evaluate Haus
dorff and fractal dimensions of compact invariant sets following the
approach of paper [3] (see [11]). In the second part of Chapter 4
we show how to verify the conditions of our theorems in the case of
semigroups generated by evolution equations.

Let us mention that in paper [6] there is a theorem with a very short
and clear proof which was used for estimating both dimH A and the
fractal dimension for many PDE of different types. But majorants
obtained through this theorem are worse than majorants deduced
from theorems of Chapter 4 (see Part II of these lectures and [11]).

We do not give here the full list of papers relating to attractors of
PDE. In the eighties several papers on this subject have been pub
lished, and the number continually increases. A survey of the rele
vant papers published before 1986 can be found in [12]. I would like
to point out that there are many connections between the results of
Chapters 2 and 3 and the results of American mathematicians from
Brown University. The latter were developed in the process of study
ing ODE (ordinary differential equations) with delay and abstract
discrete semigroups. They have been expounded in the monograph
[13] by J .K. Hale. Semi-linear parabolic equations (mostly with one
space argument) are considered in the book [14] by D. Henry, who is
concerned only with the investigations of American mathematicians
and does not seem to be aware of paper [1]; actually in the first lines of
[14] he expresses the wish that attractors of the Navier-Stokes equa
tions and some other problems of hydrodynamics for viscous fluids be
investigated.

I would like to express my cordial thanks to members of the Acad
emia Nazionale dei Lincei and to Professor G. Fichera especially for
the invitation to deliver these lectures and to publish them. I am very
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much obliged to Professors G. Fichera, P. Castellani and M. Sneider
for their help in the preparation of the English version of my lectures.
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Part I.
Attractors
for the semigroups
of operators:
an abstract
framework
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1

Basic notions

In this chapter we shall deal with semigroups {Vi, t E R+ = [0, +oo)}
of continuous operators Vi: X -+ X acting on a complete metric space
X. We shall denote them {Vi, t E R+, X} or simply {Vi}.

In what follows, the term semigroup refers to any family of single
valued continuous operators Vi: X -+ X depending on a parameter
t E R+ and enjoying the semigroup property: Vii (Vi2(x)) = Vi I +t2(x)
for all t 1, t2 E R+ and x EX.

A semigroup {Vi} is called pointwise continuous if the mapping
t -+ Vi(x) from R+ to .X is continuous for each x E X. A semigroup
is called continuous if the mapping (t, x) -+ Vi(x) from R+ x X to X

is continuous.
Given a semigroup {Vi} the following notation will be frequently

used:
,+(x) := {y E X I y = Vi(x), t E R+}

= {Vi(x), t E R+} ;

,[t,t2](X):= {Vi(x), t E [tl,t2]};

,t(x) := ,t,oo)(x) = {VT(x), T E [t,oo)} ;

,+(A) := U,+(x) ;
xEA

,tlh](A) := U,tlh](x) ;
xEA

,t(A) := U,t(x) ..
xEA



4 Attractors for the semigroups of operators

It is easy to verify that Vi(')'+(A)) = ')'t(A).
The curve ')'+(x) is called the positive semi-trajectory of x.
The collection of all bounded subsets of X is denoted by B.

We use the letter B (with or without indices) to denote the elements
of B, i.e. the bounded subsets of X.

A semigroup {Vi} is called locally bounded if ')'~,tl(B) E B for all
B E B and all t E R+. {Vi} is a bounded semigroup if ,+(B) E B for
each B E B.

Let A and M be subsets of X. We say that A attracts M or M
is attracted to A by semigroup {Vi} if for every f > 0 there exists a
tl(f,M) E R+ such that Vi(M) C OleA) for all t > tl(f,M). Here
OleA) is the f-neighbourhood of A (i.e. the union of all open balls
of radii f centered at the points of A). We say that the set A C X
attracts the point x E X if A attracts the one-point set {x}.

If A attracts each point x of X then A is called a global attractor
(for the semigroup). A is called a global B-attractorif A attracts each
bounded set B E B.

A semigroup is called pointwise dissipative (respectively, B-dissi
pative) if it has a bounded global attractor (respectively a bounded
global B-attractor).

Our main purpose here is to find those semigroups for which there
is a minimal closed global B -attractor and investigate properties of
such attractors. These attractors will be designated by M. We shall
examine also the existence of a minimal closed global attractor M. It

-. -.
is clear that M C M and later on we will also verify that M might
be just a small part of M.

The concept of invariant sets is closely related to these subjects. We
call a set A C X invariant (relative to semigroup {Vi}) if Vi (A) = A
for all t E R+.

A set A C X is called absorbing if for every x E X there exists a
t 1 ( x) E R+ such that Vi (x) E A for all t > t 1 ( X ). A set A is called
B-absorbing if for every B E B there exists a tl(R) E R+ such that
Vi(B) C A for all t > tl(B).

In our investigation of the problems concerning the attraetors M
-.

and M the concept of w-limit sets will play a fundamental role. For
x E X the w-limit set w(x) is, by definition, the set of all y E X such
that y = lim vt k (x) for a sequence tk /' +00.

10_00

The w-limit set w(A) for a set A C X is the set of the limits
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of all converging sequences of the form Vik(Xk), where Xk E A and
tk / +00.

An equivalent description of the w-limit sets is given by

Lemma 1.1

w(X) =nb-t(x)]x; w(A) =nht(A)]x . (1.1)

Here the symbol [ ]x means the closure in the topology of the metric
space X.

The proof of Lemma 1.1 is traditional and so is omitted. Since
"Y~(A) C "Y~(A) whenever t2 > t ll the intersection over all t E R+ in
(1.1) may be replaced by n with any T E R+.

t>T

It is necessary to have in mind that for locally non-compact spaces
X the use of the concept of limit sets requires some caution since

the intersection Ao =n~l Ak of Ak = [Ak]x :::> Ak+l = [Ak+l]X in
them may be empty (and therefore unhelpful).



2

Semigroup of class fJ(

By definition a semigroup {Vi} belongs to the class K, if for each t > 0
the operator Vi is compact, i.e. for any bounded set B C X its image
Vi(B) is precompact. (I should remind readers that the operators Vi
are supposed to be continuous, see the beginning of Chapter 1).

Theorem 2.1
Let the semigroup {Vi} belong to the class K,. Let A C X and

T E R+. Suppose that i:f(A) E B. Then

(i) w(A) is non-empty and compact,
(ii) w(A) attracts A,

(iii) w(A) is invariant, i.e. Vi(w(A)) =w(A) for all t E R+,
(iv) w(A) is the minimal closed set which attracts A,
(v) w(A) is connected provided A is connected and the semigroup

{Vi} is continuous.

Proof The sets Vi(i:f(A)) = ii+T(A), 0 < t < +00, are precom
pact and i~+T(A) C i~+T(A) for all t 2 > T1 • Therefore w(A) =
n [ii+T(A)]x is the intersection of an ordered family of compact

'>0
sets. Hence w(A) is non-empty, compact and attracts A.

In order to prove (iii) we verify immediately that Vi(w(A)) C w(A).
Actually, if y E w(A) then y =lim Vi",(Xk) for some Xk E A and"'_00
tk /' +00, hence Vi(y) = Vi (limk_oo Vi",(Xk)) = lim",_oo Vi+t",(Xk)
and thus Vi(y) E w(A).

To obtain the reverse inclusion, w(A) C Vi(w(A)), let x E w(A)
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and therefore x = lim vt,,(XI:) for some XI: E A and tl: /' +00."_00
We may assume that 1 + T + t < t1 < t2 < ... . The points YI: =
Vt,,-t(XI:), k =1,2, ..., belong to the precompact set ""*+1 (A). Hence
there is a converging subsequence {YI:·} and lim. YI:· =Y E w(A)., '_00'

Consequently X = limj_oo vt,,/Xl:j ) = limj_oo lIt(Yl:j) = vt(Y).
Thus we obtain w(A) C lIt(w(A)) and (iii) is proved.

To prove the minimality of w(A) suppose the contrary and let F be
a proper closed subset of w(A) which attracts A. As w(A) is compact
so is F. Choose any Y E w(A) \ F. For { > 0 small enough the
{-neighbourhoods Of(Y) and Of(F) do not intersect. We assumed
that F attracts A. Hence lIt(A) C Of(F) for all t > t( f) with some
t(f) > O. On the other hand Y = lim,,_oo lIt,,(XI:) for some XI: E A
and tl: /' +00 (since Y E w(A)). Consequently, lit" (A) n Of(Y) f. 0
for tl: large enough. Hence Of(F) n Of(Y) f. 0, a contradiction.

Now let A be connected and the semigroup be continuous. Suppose
that w(A) is not connected. Then we may decompose w(A) as follows:
w(A) =F1U F2, where F1 and F2 are non-empty closed disjoint sets.
Therefore open {-neighbourhoods Of(Fd and Of(F2) do not intersect
for f> 0 small enough. We have Of(w(A)) =Of(F1) u Of(F2).

Since w(A) attracts A, there is some t1 =t1({,A) such that
.."t(A) C Of(w(A)) for all t > t1. But .."t(A) is connected since it
is the continuous image of [t, +00) x A (under the mapping (r, x) ~
VT(x)). So for all t > t1 either .."t(A) C Of(Fd or .."t(A) C Of(F2).
Consequently, either w(A) C F1 or w(A) C F2, hence either F1 = 0
or F2 =0; this is a contradiction. Thus, w(A) must be connected.

•
By definition, a complete trajectory ..,,(x) of the point x is the curve

x(t), -00 < t < +00, satisfying the following conditions: x(t) E X for
all t E R, x(O) = x, VT(x(t)) = x(t + r) for all t E Rand r E R+. The
set ..,,-(x) = {x(t), -00 < t < O} is called a negative semi-trajectory
ofx. Thus, ..,,(x) = ..,,+(x)U..,,-(x). In general, for an arbitrary x E X,
a complete trajectory ..,,(x) may not exist and even if it does, it might
be not unique. However the following statement is true.

Lemma 2.1
Let A be an invariant set (i.e., lIt(A) = A for all t E R+).

Then for every x E;: A there exists a complete trajectory ..,,(x). If the
semigroup {lit} is pointwise continuous then the trajectory ..,,(x) is a
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continuous curve in A. If the operators Vi, t E R+, are invertible on
A then:

(i) through each x E A passes a unique trajectory ,(x);
(ii) the family {Vi, t E R, A}, where Vi := V':"/ for t < 0, has

the group property: Vi1+t~ = Vi1Vi~ for any t1, t2 E Hi if
additionally A is compact, then {Vi, t E R, A} is the group
of continuous operators. This group is pointwise continuous
or continuous if {Vi, t E R+, A} is pointwise continuous or
continuous correspondingly.

We omit the proof of the lemma since it is traditional. Let us describe
only the construction of ,(x), x E A. For x E A there is at least one
point X-1 E A for which V1(X-1) =x; for X-1 there is a point X-2 E A
for which V1(X-2) =X-1 and so on. Let us join the points X-k-1 and
X-k by the curve {Vi(x-k-t}, t E [0, In. The collection of all these
curves for all k = 0,1, ... forms ,-(x) and x(t) = Vi+k+1(x-k-t}, for
t E [-k - 1, -k].

Now we turn to the problem of the existence of the minimal global
B-attractor M for a semigroup {Vi} of class /C.

Consider first the simplest case when there exists a global B-ab
sorbing bounded set Bo E B. Then for every B E B there is T(B) > 0
so that Vi(B) C Bo for all t > T(B). In particular, Vi(Bo) C Bo for
all t > T(Bo) and consequently '+(Bo)(Bo) C Bo. In view of Theorem
2.1 the set w(Bo) is a non-empty compact invariant set. Moreover,
w(Bo) attracts Bo. Hence, for every t: > 0 there exists t1 (t:) > 0 such
that Vi(Bo C Of(w(Bo)) for all t > t1(t:). Therefore, given any B E B
we have Vi(B) C Of(w(Bo)) for all t > t1(t:) + T(B). Hence, w(Bo)
is a closed global B-attractor. It is minimal due to Theorem 2.1 (iv).
Thus, w(Bo) = M.

Assume now that the semigroup {\It} is B-dissip'ative and B 1 is its
bounded global B-attractor. Then Of1 (Bt) (with t:1 > 0) is a global
B-absorbing bounded set, and due to the first case M =W(Of1 (Bt}).

Consider now a more complicated situation. Suppose that {Vi} is
a bounded and pointwise dissipative semigroup. In particular, there
is a bounded global attractor, say B2. Choose t:2 > 0, and put B1 :=

Of~(B2) and Bo := ,+(BI). We are going to prove that w(B1) = M
is the minimal global B-attractor.

Indeed, since B 2 is a global attractor, for every point :I; E X there is
T(x) > 0 such that VT(x)(x) E B1 =Of~(B2)' Since B1 is an open set
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and the operator VT(x) is continuous, we have VT(X)(Of(X)(X)) C Bl,
for some f(X) > O. Hence If,+T(X)(Of(X)(X)) C vt(BI) C 'Y+(B1) = Bo
for all t > O. Now, by standard arguments, for every compact set K
there are f(K) > 0 and T(K) > 0 such that

vt(Of(K)(K)) C Bo for all t > T(K). (2.1)

In view of Theorem 2.1 every bounded set B is attracted to its w
limit set w(B). Hence, If,(B) C Ofl(W(B)) for all t > t 1(fl,B). Since
w(B) is compact we may choose f1 = f(w(B)) and deduce from (2.1)
that vt+tl (B) C Bo for all t > T(w(B)) and t 1 = t1(fl, B). Thus, Bo
is a global B-absorbing bounded set.

Hence, as was shown above, w(Bo) = M. Note that vt(Bo) =
'Yt(BI) by definition of B1 and Bo, and 'Yt(BI) --+- w(Bt} when t --+

00, therefore w(Bo) = w(B1). For minimality of w(B1) see Theorem
2.1 (iv).

If there is a connected B :) M then M is connected since vt (B),
t E R+ are connected and for any f > 0, M = vt(M) C If,(B) C
Of(M) for t > t 1(f, B).

Thus we have proved the following

Theorem 2.2
Let {vt, t E R+, X} be a semigroup of class /C. Suppose

that it is either B-dissipative or bounded and pointwise dissipative.
Then {Vi, t E R+, X} has a minimal global B-attractor M, which is
compact and invariant. M is connected provided so is X.

As a by-product of the above considerations (see (2.1)) we have
proved:

Proposition 2.1
If the semigroup {Vi, t E R+, X} is bounded and pointwise

dissipative then there is a bounded set Bo such that for every compact
K (2.1) holds with some f(K) > 0 and T(K) > 0 and vt(Bo) C Bo
for all t E R+ .

The next proposition provides useful information on the structure
of the minimal global B-attractor M.

Proposition 2.2
Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.2 the minimal global

B-attractor M may be characterized as follows:
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(i) M =U weB);
BE8

(ii) M = U w(K) where K, is the collection of all compact
KEIC

sets in X;
(iii) M is the union of all complete bounded trajectories in X;
(iv) M is the union of all complete precompact trajectories in X;
(v) M is the maximal invariant bounded set in X;

(vi) M= [UxEX w(x)]x'

Proof

(i) Every bounded set B is attracted to its w-limit set weB) and
to M and, hence, to weB) n M. Since weB) is minimal,
weB) must entirely lie in M, i.e. weB) eM. Now, M being
invariant and compact, we have w(M) =M. Thus, (i) is
proved.

(ii) Since M and weB) for each B E B, are invariant compact
sets, (ii) follows from (i).

(iii) and (iv) In view of Lemma 2.2, through every point x E
M passes a complete trajectory ,(x). Any such trajectory
lies in M and thus is bounded (and precompact). On the
other hand, let ,(x) = {x(t), t E R} be a bounded complete
trajectory passing through some point x = x(O) EX. Since
')'(x) is invariant (and bounded), then ,(x) is precompact.
Hence, B := [,(x)]x is a compact invariant set. Therefore
weB) =B and so B C M (see (i) above).

(v) If B is a bounded invariant set, then vt(B) =B and therefore
weB) = Band B C M. On the other hand M is a bounded
invariant set.

(vi) is obvious.
This concludes the proof of the proposition.

•
The structure of M is simpler than in the general case, if for the

semigroup {vt, t E R+, X} there is a "good" ("strong") Lyapunov
function, i.e. a continuous function £: X --+- R which strongly de
creases along each ,+(x) : £(vt(x» '" when t / (except, of course,
stationary points: z = vt (z». Let Z be the set of all stationary points
of {vt}. If the semigroup {vt} belongs to the class K, and ,+(x) E B-for any x EX, then Z is its minimal global attractor -M. In fact,
for any x E X there exists a lim,_co £(\tt(x» = i+(x), a compact
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w(x) and £Iw(~) =l+(x) = constant. Therefore w(x) C Z and x is
attracted to Z. If Z is a bounded set then the semigroup {Vi} is
pointwise dissipative and Theorem 2.2 guarantees the existence of a
compact attractor M provided {Vi} is bounded. For each x EM, we
can take a complete trajectory i(X) = {x(t), t E R, x(O) = x} lying
in M and determine for it the a-limit set a(i(x)) := n h;(x)]x

r<O

where i;(X) := {x(t), t < r}. This a-limit, set like, w(x) is non-
empty, invariant and x(t) -+ a(i(x)) when t -+ -00. It also belongs
to Z since lim,__ oo £(x(t)) = constant = £Ia(-y(~». So we may say
that both ends of trajectory i(x) tend to Z. If for example, the space
X is connected and Z is not connected, then M (which is connected)
contains not only points of Z but complete trajectories connecting
points of Z (so Z is smaller than M).

Let us summarize these facts:

Theorem 2.3
Suppose that the semigroup {Vi, t E R+, X} belongs to the

class }(, and i+ (x) E B for any x EX. If for this semigroup there is a
..-

"good" Lyapunov function £, then its minimal global attractor M is
non-empty and coincides with the set Z of all stationary points. If Z
is a bounded set and {Vi} is bounded then the semigroup has a minimal
global B-attractor M enjoying properties indicated in Theorem 2.2.
Both ends of any complete trajectory i(X) C M tend to Z (when
t -+ ±oo correspondingly). If X is connected and Z is not, then
Z is a proper part of M and the, attractor M consists of complete
trajectories which connect points of Z.
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Semigroups of class A lJ(

A semigroup {lit, t E R+, X} belongs to the class AK (or it is asymp
totically compact) if it possesses the following property: for every
B E B such that ,+(B) E B, each sequence of the form {lit" (Xk)}k=1'
where Xk E Band tk ./ +00, is precompact.

Here we restrict ourselves to the case of continuous semigroups of
class AK. We begin with two elementary propositions concerning
continuous semigroups.

Proposition 3.1
For ev.ery compact set 1< and t E R+ the set ,~,t](K) IS

compact.
The proof is evident.

Proposition 3.2
If K is compact and ,+(1<) is precompact then w(K) IS a

non-empty compact invariant set attracting K.

Proof In fact, this proposition was proved in Chapter 2. Denoting
1<1 := h+(K)]x, we know this is compact and lIt(KI) C K 1. So we
have a semigroup {Vi, t E R+ , K 1} of continuous operators lit acting
on a metric space 1<1. Hence, this semigroup is of class K and we
may apply Theorem 2.1 to obtain the desired result.

•
Now we pass to the semigroups of class AK.
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Proposition 3.3
Let {Vi, t E R+, X} be a continuous semigroup of class AK.

Suppose that K is a compact set such that the ')'+(K) is bounded.
Then ')'+(K) is precompact and thus the statement of Proposition 3.2
is true.

Proof Let Yn, n = 1,2, ..., be an arbitrary sequence of points from
')'+(K), i.e. Yn = Vi..(xn) for some Xn E K and tn E R+. If the set
{tn}~=l is bounded, the set {Yn}~=l is precompact by Proposition
3.1. If the set {tn}~=l is unbounded, then we may choose a subse
quence tn; / +00 and the set {Vi ../Xn;)}~l will be precompact due
to the fact that the semigroup {vt} is of class AK.

•
Proposition 3.4
Let {Vi} be a continuous semigroup of class AK. Suppose that

')'+(B) E B for some B E B. Then w(B) is a non-empty invariant
compact set attracting Band w(B) is connected if B is connected.

Proof As ')'+(x) E B for each x E B, the w-limit sets w(x), x E B,
are non-empty, and hence w(B) 1= 0. It is evident that w(B) is
closed and bounded. To prove that it is invariant we have only to
check the embedding w(B) C vt(w(B)) since the inverse embedding
is always valid provided operators vt are continuous (see the proof
of Theorem 2.1). Choose an arbitrary Y E w(B). We know that
Y = lim .._00 \It .. (xn) for some Xn E B and some tn / +00. Obvi
ously, \It .. (xn) = Vi(Vi .. -t(xn)) if tn > t. The set {Vi .. -t(xn)}t..~t is
precompact since {Vi} is of class AK:.

Choose a converging subsequence {Vi ..;-t(Xn;)}~l and let z =
limj_oo \It ... -t(xn ;). Clearly z E w(B) and vt(z) = y. Thus the

J

embedding w(B) C Vi(w(B)) is established. Hence w(B) is invariant.
From this it follows that each sequence {Xk}k=l with Xk E w(B) may
be represented as {Xk =Vk(Xk)}k;l with Xk E w(B) and therefore it
is precompact, so that w(B) is compact.

It remains to prove that w(B) attracts B. Suppose that it is not
true. Then we can choose a sequence {Vi,.(Xk)}k=l with Xk E B
and tk / +00 so that dist {{vt,. (Xk)}k=l; w(B)} > f. > 0 for some
f.. The asymptotical compactness of our semigroup {Vi} implies the
precompactness of the set {vt,. (Xk)}k=l. Since all the limit points
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of the set {\tt,. (Xk)}k=1 must lie in weB), the distance between weB)
and {\tt,.(Xk)}k=1 is zero. This is a contradiction.

If B is connected then weB) is connected by using the same argu
ments as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 (v).

•
Theorem 3.1
Let {\tt, t E R+, X} be a continuous bounded and pointwise

dissipative semigroup of class AK:. Then there exists a non-empty
minimal global B-attractor M. M is compact and invariant. If X is
connected then M is also connected.

ProofBy Proposition 2.1 there is a bounded set Bo such that for every
compact K

\tt(Of(K)(K)) C Bo for all t > T(K) , (3.1)

with some f(K) > 0 and T(K) < +00, and, in addition, \tt(Bo) C Bo
for all t E R+ .

Since the semigroup {\tt} is bounded (i.e., ,+(B) E B for any
B E B), Proposition 3.4 yields that for every B E B the w-limit set
weB) is non-empty, compact, invariant and attracts B. In particular,
so is w(Bo). We claim that w(Bo) =M. To prove this statement
we need only to show that w(Bo) attracts each bounded set. But if
B E B then B is attracted to the compact set weB) = K. Hence,
\tt(B) C Of(K)(K) for all ~ > t 1(B). Because of (3.1), V;+tl(B)(B) c
Bo for all t > T(K). But we know that Bo is attracted to w(Bo).
Hence, B is attracted to w(Bo) as well.

If X is connected then we may choose a bounded connected set
B1 :::> Bo. Its w-limit set w(Bd is connected and it is easy to verify
that w(Bd =w(Bo).

•
Theorem 3.2
If {\tt, t E R+, X} is a continuous bounded semigroup of

class AK: and it has a "good" Lyapunov function £: X --+ R, then al~

statements of Theorem 2.3 are true for it. .
The proof of the theorem is the same as for Theorem 2.3 if we bear
in mind the results of Theorem 3.1.

The following theorem is useful for applications:
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Theorem 3.3
Suppose that the semigroup {vt, t E R+, M} is defined on a

subset M of a Banach space X with a norm \I·llx. Suppose also that
vt can be decomposed in the sum W t +Ut , where {Wt , t E R+, M} is
a family of operators such that for any bounded set B C M

\IWt (B)\Ix < ml (t)m2(\IBllx) , (3.2)
where mk: R+ --+ R+ are continuous and ml(t) --+ 0 when t --+ +00,
IIBllx := sUP~EB Ilxllx. The Ut are such that the set Ut(B) is pre
compact for each bounded set B eM. Then {vt, t E R+, M} belongs
to the class AK.

Proof Let "Y+(B) E B. We show that each set B 1 := {vt,,(Xk)}k=I '
tk / 00, Xk E B, can be covered by a finite f-network where f
is any positive number. Let us choose f so large that ml (f) <
t[2m2(IIBllx )]-1 and decompose B1 in the sum B~UB~, where B~ =
{vt,,(Xk)}Z;I' tk < f, and Bf' = {vt,,(Xk)}k=k 1+l' tk 1+l > f. B~
is a subset of the set Vi("Y+(B)) and any element of Vi("Y+(B)) has
the form Wl(X) + Ut(x), where x is an element of "Y+(B). The set
Ul("Y+(B)) may be covered by a finite f/2-network since it is pre
compact and the norms of the elements of Wl("Y+(B)) are not larger
than f/2. Therefore the set Vi("Y+(B)) may be covered by a finite
f-network. Hence B 1 may be covered by a finite f-network as well .

•



Afterword

Class IC had appeared in connection with the study of the set of
all limit-states for the Navier-Stokes equations ([1], 1972). To this
class belong the families of solution operators for many problems of
parabolic type. Class AIC had arisen for PDE later (in 80's) during
the study of some problems of hyperbolic and mixed types. Class IC is
a part of class AIC, but we have devoted to it the separate Chapter 2
for historical and methodological reasons. Besides these arguments,
the results of Chapter 3 about semigroups of class AIC do not cover
the results of Chapter 2, since in Chapter 3 we consider (in contrast
to Chapter 2) only continuous semigroups. This restriction is not
very important for the theory of attractors and the principal facts of
the theory are true for semigroups {~, t E T+, X} of class AIC with
any additive semigroup T+ C R+.

Let us formulate, for example, the theorem which generalizes The
orems 2.2 and 3.1.

Definition
The semigroup {VI, t E T+, X} belongs to the class AIC iff

for every B E B such that ;f(B) E B for a T(B) E T+, each sequence

of the form {~",(Xk)}~l where Xk E B, tk /,00, is precompact.

Theorem 3.4
Let {V;, t E T+, X} be a point-wise dissipativesemigroup of

class AIC and suppose that for each B E B there exists a T(B) E T+
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such that "Yi(B) E B. Then there exists a non-empty minimal global
B-attractorM. It is compact and invariant. If X is connected then
M is also connected.
It is easy to see that if a semigroup has a compact global B-attractor
then it has all properties indicated in the conditions of Theorem 3.4.

The proofs of this and other theorems extending the theorems of
Chapters 2 and 3 to the semigroups {Vi, t E T+, X} of class AK are
close to proofs given here. They will be published elsewhere.



4

On dimensions of compact;
invariant sets

In this chapter we shall estimate dimH(A) and dimJ (A), i.e. Haus
dorff and fractal dimensions of compact invariant sets A, and, as a
consequence, of attractors M provided X is a separable Hilbert space.

Let K be a compact set lying in X and Br (x) the closed ball of
radius r centered at x. We associate with every finite covering U =
{Bri(Xi)} of K (i.e. K C UiBri(Xi)) the numbers:

r(U) := m~ ri ,
•

n(U) = number of elements in U ,
n(U)

mfJ,r(U) := L rf
i=l

and

VfJ(U) := r(U)fJn(U) ,

where f3 is a positive number.
We shall use the following known lemma.

Lemma 4.1
Suppose that for the compact set K there is a sequence U"

s = 0,1,... of coverings as described above with r(U,) -+ 0,
mfJ,r(U.)(U,) -+ °when s -+ 00. Then

dimH(K) < f3 .
If for such a sequence vfJ(U,) -+ 0, then

dimJ(K) < f3 .
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(4.1)

Let H be a separable Hilbert space. We shall use the following nota
tions:

pN =an orthogonal projector on an N-dimensional subspace
pNH;

QN H = an orthogonal complement to pNHand QN = I 
pN;

B r =the ball in H of radius r centered at the origin;
Br(pN) and Br(QN) = the analogous balls in the subspaces

pNHand QN H, respectively;
£(pN, a) = the ellipsoid in pN H centered at the origin with

semi-axes al > a2 > ... > aN, where (al, ... , aN) =a;
£(pN, a) ffi B6(QN) is the set ofv E H such that v =VI +V2,

where VI E £(pN, a) and V2 E B6(QN); V+ B = {v + u I
U E B}.

In what follows we shall deal with the projectors pN and the num
bers a I, a2, ... , which depend on the points v of some subsets in H.
In this case the dependence on v will be denoted by pN(v), a(v), etc.

Let al > a2 > ... be an infinite sequence of nonnegative real
numbers. Then wk(a) denotes the product of the first k numbers
of the sequence a, i.e. wk(a) = al .. . ak, and wo(a) := 1. If the
numbers ak depend on the points v E A c H we use the notation
ak := sUPvE.A ak(v) and Wk := sUPVE.A wk(a(v». It is obvious that
ak(v) < w~/k(v), ak < w~/k; w~/k(v) and w~/k do not increase when
k grows.

Theorem 4.1
Let H be a Hilbert space, V a continuous mapping from H

into H, and A a compact subset of H such that A C V(A). As
sume that there are al(v), ... aN(v),6(v), defined on A and projec
tors pN(v), v E A, such that al(v) > ... > aN(v) > 6(v) > 0 for all
v E A and

V«v+Br) n A)

c V(v)+.r[£(pN(v) ,a(v»ffiB6(v)(QN(v»]

for all r < ro with some ro and N > 1.
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If al = SUPvE.A al(v) < +00 and 6= SUPvE.A 6(v) < 1/2, then

dim (A) < max {N. NIn[(yIN + 1)w~N (f6) -1] }
H - , In (1/26v'1 + (2) (4.2)

=d1 ,

where f is an arbitrary number in (0,1] satisfying the inequality

26v'1 + f2 < 1
If

2v'2 (v'N + 1) w}.iN < 1 ,

then dimH(A) < N.

(4.3)

Remark Inequality (4.3) implies 6 < aN < w~N < 1/(2~) and,
hence, in (4.2) we may choose f = 1, and, taking into account (4.3),
get dimH(A) < N.

The next theorem provides an estimate for the fractal dimension of
A.

Theorem 4.2
Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 suppose al < +00

and 6 < 1/(2v'2). Then

dimJ(A) < Nln [(VN + l)xNr'j / In C~6) , (4.4)

where

(
_I/N--l-l/N) _

XN = max w 6 ; Wo := 1 .
l=O,I, ... ,N

In particular, if

2v'2(v'N+ I)XN < 1,
then dimj(A) < N.

(4.5)

(4.6)

Proof of Theorem 4.1 We construct some "pulverizing coverings" U"
s =0,1, ... of the set A with P6 = r(U6 ) ---+ 0, S ---+ 00, and calculate
for them the numbers mp,p.(U6 ). By choosing (3 sufficiently large we
get that mp,p.(U6 ) -+ °when s ---+ 00 and dimH(A) < (3.

Let Uo be a covering of A by a finite number of balls Vi + Bra
i = 1, ... , n(Uo), with Vi E A and ri < r(Uo) = Po. The number
mp,po(Uo) = L?~~o) rf corresponds to this covering. The next cover
ing is constructed in the following way: since A C V(A) the collection
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(4.8)

of sets V« Vi +BrJ nA), i = 1, ... , n(Uo), is a covering of A. Because
of the assumption (4.1) we have

V«Vi + Bri ) n A)

C V(Vi) + ri [E(pN (Vi), 0'(Vi» E9 B6(Vi)(QN (Vi»] (4.7)

C V(Vi) + ri [1rN(i) E9 B~] ,

where 1rN(i) = 1r(pN(Vi), O'(Vi» is the parallelepiped in pN(vdH
with edges oflength 20'k(i) =20'k(Vi), i = 1, ... , Nand Bt is the ball
B6(Vi)(QN(Vi» in QN(Vi)H. Cover 1rN(i) by cubes ]{ij, j = 1,2, ... ,

n(i), with edges of length 2fJi£/V"N, fJi = fJ(Vi)' The diameter of the
set ]{ij E9 Bt is equal to 2fJn!l + £2 ="Ii. Now, there are Vij E A
such that [V(Vi) + ri(]{ij E9 Bt)l n A C Vij + B·..firi . The collection
of the balls Vij + B"Yiri' i = 1, ... , n(Uo), j = 1, ... , n(i), is a new
covering U1 of A.

Let us estimate the number n( i). Obviously,

n(i) < ft ([ ~:~VN] + 1) < cfi ~%~2 '
CN =VN+l.

Next, the radii of the balls of the covering Ul are equal to 'Yiri =
2fJiv'1 + £2 ri < 'YPo, where "I = 26v'1 + £2, and "I < 1 by the choice
of £. Hence, we have PI =r(Ut} < 'YPo. Suppose f3 > N. Then

n(Uo) n(i) n(Uo)

ml3,Pl(UI ) = E E('Yi rd13 = E ('Yi r i)l3 n (i)
i=l j=1 i=l

n(Uo)

< C~WN E rr(2fJi\/1 + (2)I3(fJi£)-N
i=l

n(Uo)

<C~wN(26Jl + (2)13 (6£)-N E !! .
i=1

Hence, for f3 > N

ml3,Pl (UI) < C~wN(26Jl + (2)13 (£6)-N ml3,po(Uo) . (4.9)

Now, choose f3 such that

71 = C~wN(26v''--1+-(2)13(£6)-N < 1

or, equivalently,

f3 > Nln(cNwMN(£6)-I)/ln ( 1) (4.10)
2fJv'1 + £2
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Then, mp,Pl (Ud < .,.,mp,po(Uo) with.,., < 1, and PI < IPO with I < 1.
Now we start with the covering UI and repeat the same procedure

to obtain the covering U2. From U2 we pass to U3 and so on. At each
step we get mp,plc+l (Uk+l) < .,.,mp,plc(Uk) and Pk+l < IPk with the
same.,., and I as above. Hence,

mp,plc (Uk) < r/mp,po(Uo), Pk < I kPo, TJ < 1, I < 1 ,

for all k = 1,2, .... Therefore, by Lemma 4.1, dimH(A) < (3.

•
Proof of Theorem 4.2 To prove that dimJ(A) < (3 it is sufficient to
present a sequence of coverings U6 of the set A by balls of radius
r 6 = r(U6) such that r 6 -+ 0 and IIp(U6) := n(U6)r~ -+ 0 when
s -+ +00.

Let Uo be a finite covering of A by the balls (Vi + Bro ), i =
1, ... ,n(Uo), with Vi E A. To obtain the covering U1 we follow
the procedure described in the proof of Theorem 4.1, but with cer
tain modifications: the parallelepipeds 1rN (i) should be covered by
cubes Kij, j = 1, ... , n(i), with edges of length 26/v'N (thus the
diameter of Kij E9 B~ is not greater than I = 2..;26) The sets
[V (Vi) + ro (Kij E9 B~~ )] nA are embedded into the balls (Vij + B-yro).
These balls form the covering U1 .

The number n( i), i.e. the number of cubes J(ij needed to cover
1rN (i), is estimated as follows:

(4.11)

where

m(i) = {max{k.: 1 ~ k < Nand ak(i) > 6}, if6 < al(i),
o (m thIS case Wo := 1), if 6 > al (i).
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(4.12)

It is easy to see that for arbitrary (3
n(Uo)

n(U1)(r(U1 )){j < (ro,){j I: n(i)
i=1

n(Uo)

<rgC~ L (2V2"6/wm (i)/r(i)
i=1

< C~ (2V2){j"6{j-N xZn(Uo)rg ,

where XN is defined by (4.5). Now, choose {3 such that

1] = C~(2V2){j"6{j-NxZ < 1,

or equivalently,

(j > N In(CNXN6') / In C~6) (4.13)

Then we get from (4.12): v{j(U1) < 1]v{j(Uo). From the covering U1
we pass to U2 and then to U3 and so on. Obviously, we shall have

V{j(Uk) < 1]k v{j(Uo), r(Uk) = ,kr(Uo) = ,kro .

Since, < 1 and 1] < 1, we get

V{j(Uk) =n(Uk)(r(Uk)){j -+ 0, r(Uk) = ,kro -+ 0

when k -+ +00, and therefore (4.4) is proved.

•
Now we consider the question of verifing the conditions of Theorems

4.1 or 4.2 for some nonlinear differentiable operators V: H -+ H.
We begin by reminding the reader of some known results concerning

linear bounded operators in a Hilbert space.
Let U be a linear bounded operator in H. We associate to U the

real numbers

ak(U):= sup inf IIU xII , (4.14)
£cH 1I~1I=1

dim£=k ~E£

where sup is taken over all linear k-dimensional subspaces [, c H.
The numbers ak(U) are non-negative defined for all k = 1,2, ... , and
ak(U) > ak+1(U). Denote aoo(U) := limk_oo ak(U) and let T be
the set of all indices i such that ai(U) > aoo(U). The set T may
be empty of finite or infinite. Let B 1 be the unit ball in H centered
about zero. Then

U(B1) C E(pT (U); a(U)) Ef) Baoc(U)(QT(U» , (4.15)

where pT(U) is the orthogonal projector on a certain subspace
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pT(U)H C H whose dimension is equal to the number of elements in
T, QT(U) = IepT(U), &(pT(U); a(U» is an ellipsoid in pT(U)H
with the semi-axes ai(U), i E T, and BOLoo(u)(QT(U» is the ball
of radius aoo(U) in QT(U)H. From (4.15) we deduce that for any
N<oo

U(B1) C &('pN(U); a(U»

E9 Bv'OL~+l(U)+OL~(U)(QN(U»

where pN(U) is the orthogonal projector on a subspace pN(U)H of
H, &('pN(U); (U» is an ellipsoid of pN(U)H with semi-axes 0'1 (U),
... , aN(U), and QN (U) = Ie pN(U). Instead of (4.16) we shall use

U(Bt} C E(pN(U); ha(U» E9 B..j2OLN(U)(QN(U» (4.17)

We need the following lemma (see [3]):

Lemma 4.2
Let 0'1, ... ,aN, M, ko be real numbers satisfying the following

conditions: 0 < aN < ... < 0'1 < M and wN(a) = 0'1 aN <
ko, where 0 < ko < M N. Let m := koMI-N. Define a~, ,aj;
according to the rule:

a~ := ai if ai > m , and 0': := m if ai < m .

Then ai > ai, i = 1, ... , N; aj; > m, 0'1 < M, and wN(a') < ko. If,
in addition, wo(a) := 1 and for all f = 0,1, ... , N we have

it(a) := wl(a)k~-lIN< k
with some k, then il(a') < k for f =0,1, ... ,N.

Proof If 0'1 > m then a~ = 0'1, hence a~ .< M. If 0'1 < m then
a~ = m. But m < M and hence again 0'1 < M. In any case,
wN(a') = wq(a)mN- q for some integer q, 0 < q < N (wo(a) = 1 by
definition). Indeed, if 0'1 > ... > aq > m > aq+l > ... > aN then
a~ = at, ... ,a~ = aq and a~+1 = ... = aN = m; if 0'1 > ... > aN >
m then all ai = ai, it(a') = it(a) < k and q = N; if m > 0'1 then all
ai = m and q = O.

For q < N - 1 we have wN(a') < MqmN- q < ko. Now con
sider it(a') = wl(a')k~-lIN for q < N - 1. If al > m then a~ =
at, ... ,a~ = al and wl(a') = wl(a). Hence il(a') = it(a) < k. If
al < m then 0'1 > ... > aq > m > aq+l > ... > al or m > 0'1 (and
q = 0).
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In these cases wl(a') = wq(a)ml- q and therefore

jl(a') =wq(a)ml-qk~-lIN = jq(a)(ko/MN)(l-q)(l-l/N)

< jq(a) < k .
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•
Now we return to the embedding (4.17). Because of Lemma 4.2 we

have

U(BI) C £(pN(U); V2a'(U» EIJ B..,f2a~(U)(QN(U», (4.18)

with the numbers aHU), ... , aN(U) computed from al(U), ... ,
aN(U), M and ko as was described in Lemma 4.2. Here the only
restrictions on M and ko are: M > al(U), wN(a(U» < ko and
0< ko < M N .

Let A be a compact set in H and V: H --+- H a continuous operator.
Suppose that V is uniformly differentiable on A, i.e. for every v E A
there exists a linear bounded operator U(v) such that for all Vl E
Br1 (v),

IIV(vl) - V(v) - U(V)(Vl - v)11 < "Y(llvl - vll)llvl - vii ,(4.19)

where sUPveA IIU(v)11 < M < +00 and the function "Y(r) is continuous
on the interval [0, rl] and "Y(O) = O. The number rl and "Y(r) do not
depend on v EA.

For this linear bounded operator U (v) the numbers a k (U (v» are
computed according to (4.14). We choose M and ko so that

M > sup al(U(v» , ko > sup wN(a(U(v»)
veA veA

and 0 < ko < MN.
Since infveA aN(U(v» > m = koMl- N there is ro > 0 such that

the ro-neighbourhood of the set

£(pN (U(v»; V2a'(U(v») EIJ B..,f2a~(U(v))( QN (U(v»)

lies entirely in the similar set but with the parameters 2a~(U(v»
instead of v'2a~(U(v». Thus combining (4.18) and (4.19) we obtain

Lemma 4.3
Suppose that V is uniformly differentiable on A. Then there

is ro > 0 such that for all r < ro and all v E A

V«v +B r ) n A)

c V(v) + r[£(pN(U(v» ;2a'(U(v») (4.20)

EIJ B2a~(U(v))(QN(U(v)))] .
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Theorem 4.1 and Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 yield

Theorem 4.3
Let V be uniformly differentiable on A, A c YeA) and for

differentials U(v), v E A, of V the inequality

4V2(VN + l)k~/N < 1, N > 1,

where ko := sUPvEA wN(a(U(v», holds. Then dimH(A) < N.

Proof Let ko be a positive number in the interval

[ko, {4v'2(-/N +1)}-N],

M:= max{k~/N; sUPVEAa1(U(V»)} and aHU(v», i = 1, ... ,N, be
numbers constructed with the help of ai(U(v», ko and M as described
in Lemma 4.2. Then the embeddings (4.20) are true and we may
use the second statement of Theorem 4.1. In fact, (4.1) holds with
ai(v) := 2aHU(v», i = 1, ... , N; 6(v) := 2aiv(U(v» and a1(v) >
a2(v) > ... > aN(v) = 6(v) > O. Moreover, (4.3) is also fulfilled since
_lIN 1/N( ( » 1/N( '( ( » lINWN :=suPvEAWN av <2suPVEAWN aUv <2ko <
[2v'2(v'N + 1)]-1. So dirnH(A) < N.

•
Theorem 4.4
Let V have the same properties as in Theorem 4.3 and sup

pose that

{ }

l/N
4V2(VN + 1) l='f,~N :~~wl(a(U(v»)k~-lIN < 1,

where N > 1, ko := sUPvEA wN(a(U(v»), hold. Then dirnJ(A) < N.

Proof If ko is positive we choose ko = ko,

M = max{k~/N; sup a1(U(v»)}
vEA

and take aHU(v», i = 1, ... , N corresponding to these numbers
and to the numbers ai(U(v», i = 1, ... , N. Then the embeddings
(4.20) are true and we may use the second statement of Theorem
4.2. Actually, (4.1) holds with ai(v) := 2aHU(v», i = 1, ... , N;
6(v) := 2aiv(U(v» and a1(v) > ... > aN(v) = 6(v) > O. Now
we have to verify the condition (4.6) with Wl = sUPvEAwl(a(v» =
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2l SUPVE.A Wl(a'(U(V))) and "6 = SUPvE.A 6(v) = 2 sUPvE.A a~(U( v)).
According to Lemma 4.2

"6 < 2 sup wi.fN(a'(U(v)) < 2k~/N and
vE.A

_1/N-1-lIN
XN:= max wl 6

l=O,l, ... ,N

< 2sup{ max wl(a'(U(v)))k~-lIN}l/N
vE.A l=O, ....N

< 2 sup{ max wl(a(U(v)))k~-lINpIN.
vE.A l=O.... ,N

The inequality 2..;2(Vii+ I)XN < 1 is therefore guaranteed by the
condition of Theorem 4.4 and so dimJ(A) < N.

If ko = 0 we take M = max{l; ad, where a1 := sUPvE.A a1(U(v)),
and a number ko E (0, (,BM)-N

2
], where /3 := 4..;2(Vii + 1), and

construct aHU(v )), i = 1, ... , N, the corresponding ai (U (v)), i =
1, ... , N, and these ko and M.

Then
/3-N > max {Mlk~-lIN}

l=O.....N-1

> max {supwl(a(U(v)))k~-lIN}.
l=O, ....N vE.A

According to Lemma 4.2

max {wl(a(U(v)))k~-lIN}
l=O.....N

> max {wl(a'(U(v)))k~-lIN},
l=O, ... ,N

for all v E A.
Therefore

{_1/NC1-lIN}XN = max wN v
l=O.....N

< 2 max {supwl(a'(U(v)))k~-lIN}l/N
l=O.....N vE.A

< [2V2(vN + 1)]-1 .

So the condition (4.6) is fulfilled and dimJ(A) < N.

•
When A is invariant, i.e. V(A) =A, the following results hold.

Theorem 4.5
Suppose that V is a uniformly differentiable operator on a

compact invariant set A, and its differentials U(V), v E A, satisfy the
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condition:

supwN(a(U(v») := ko < 1.
tJEA

Then dimH(A) < N.

Theorem 4.6
Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.5 let

-i-LIN
max {sup wL(a(U(v»)ko } < 1 ,

L=O•...•N tJEA

where wo(a) := 1.
Then dimJ(A) < N.

(4.21)

(4.22)

Proof of Theorem 4.5 Theorem 4.5 is deduced from Theorem 4.3 ap
plied to the operator ~, the p-th power of the operator V which is
denoted now by Vi.

lt is known that wk(a(Ui'U2»< wk(a(Ud)wk(a(U2» for all k > 1
and arbitrary bounded linear operators Ui , U2 • Since the differentials
Up(v), v E A of the operators ~ have the form U(Vi) ... U(vp), where
Vk E A, and U(Vk) is the differential of Vi, the following inequalities
hold:

sup Wk(a(Up(v») := Wk(p) < (wk(I»P .
tJEA

By the assumption (4.21) we have WN(p) <~. Choose the integer

P large enough that 4v'2(VN + 1) ~/N < 1. Applying Theorem 4.3
(for the operator V = Vp ) we obtain dimH(A) < N.

•
In a similar way Theorem 4.6 is deduced from Theorem 4.4.
Theorems 4.5 and 4.6 may be used to estimate the Hausdorff and

fractal dimensions of compact sets A which are invariant with respect
to evolution operators V;: H -+ H, t E R+, of the problems

Otv(t) = 4>(v(t» , vlt=o = Vo , (4.23)

where 4> is a nonlinear (generally unbounded) operator, subjected to
some restrictions.

Suppose we know that problem (4.23), for every Vo E H, has a
unique solution defined on R+, and the solution operators V;, t E
R+, form a semigroup in H. Let A be a compact set invariant with
respect to this semigroup. In what follows we deal exClusively with
the semigroup ltt restricted to the set A.
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Let U(t, vo) be the differential of the operator Vi at a point Vo E H.
It is known that U(t, vo) is the solution operator for the linear problem

Otu(t) =L(t)u(t) , ult=o =Uo , (4.24)

where L(t) = L(t, vo) is the differential of ~(.) at the point vet) =
Vi(vol·

Usually the investigation of the nonlinear problem (4.23) begins
with the study of some linearizations of problem (4.23) similar to
(4.24). As a final result one gets the existence of the operators Vi,
t E R+, and of its differentials. In Part II we shall consider some
problems of this kind.

Now we are interested in estimating from above the numbers W n for
the operators U(t, vo). We consider two classes of problem (4.23). For
the first class, the operators Vi and U(t, vo) will be compact for t > 0;
this very property distinguishes the problems of parabolic type. For
the second class, these operators are merely continuous and bounded
(for example, in the case of problems of hyperbolic type). In either
case, the numbers W n may be estimated as follows.

It is known that for every linear bounded operator U, the number
wn(U) =wn(a(U)) = al(U) ..... an(U) (where ak(U) are defined
in (4.14)) is the norm of the operator An(u) in the Hilbert space
An(H). The space An(H) consists of the elements U1 A ... A Un with
Uk E H, and the inner product in An(H) is defined by (Ul A ... A un,
VI A ... A vn ) = det«Uj, Vj)), where (.,.) is the inner product in H.
We denote the norm of Ul A ... A Un by lIul A ... A unll.

The operator An(u) acts in An(H) according to the rule

An(U)(UI A ... A un) = UUl A ... A UUn .

It is known also (see [9], [10], etc.) that
n

L (Ul A ... A U Uk··· A Un, Ul A ... A Uk ... A un)
k=1 (4.25)

= lIul A ... A unW tr(pn (iI)upn (iI)) ,

where pn(it) is the orthogonal projector on the span {U1, ... ,un} in
H. Since wn(U) is the norm of An(u) in An(H), we have Wn(U1U2 ) <
wn (U1)Wn (U2 )j this inequality was used in the proofs of Theorems 4.5
and 4.6.

Let us take n linearly independent elements Ui(O) E H and let
Uj(t) be the corresponding solutions of (4.24) with Uj It=o = Uj(O).
Obviously, Uj(t) are linearly independent for all t > o.



(4.27)
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Let 1'n(t1(t» := 1'n(t) be the orthogonal projector on the span of
((U1(t), ... , un(t)}. From (4.24) we get

OtUi(t) = L(n)(t)Ui(t) + Ot1'n(t)Ui(t), i = 1, , n, (4.26)

where L(n)(t) = 1'n(t)L(t)1'n(t). Set Gn(t) := Ilu1(t) /\ /\ un(t)1I2.
By (4.26) we have the Liouville formula:

1
20tGn(t) = Gn(t) tr[L(n)(t) + Ot1'n(t)]

= Gn(t) tr L(n)(t) ,

where L(n)(t) = ![Ln(t) + L~(t)]. Here we have used the identities
tr(Ot1'n(t» = Ot tr1'n(t) and tr1'n(t) = n, valid for any orthogonal
projector 1'n(t).

Formula (4.27) is proved by the same procedure as the usual Liou
ville formula for a system of n ordinary differential equations in Rn.
(Although the system (4.26) is not a system of ODE, since OtUi(t) and
Ot1'n(t)Uj(t) might not lie in 1'n(t)H.) Integrating (4.27) we obtain

Ilu1(t) /\ ... /\ Un (t)1I

i
t (4.28)

= IIu 1 (0) /\ ... /\ Un (0)11 exp{ 0 tr[L(n) (r)]dr} ,

where Ui(t) = U(t)Ui(O) and U(t) is the solution operator for (4.24).
Hence the following estimate holds:

wn(U(t» = IIAn(U(t»1I
IIU(t)u1(0) /\ ... /\ U(t)un(O)11= sup

u,.(O)EH lIu1(0) 1\ ... 1\ Un (0)11 (4.29)

< sup exp{lt
tr(pn(r)L(n)( r)pn(r»dr} ,.

u,.(O)EH 0

where pn(t) = pn(t1(t» is the orthogonal projector on the span
((U(t)U1(0), ... , U(t)un(O)}.

Usually when the existence problem for (4.24) is investigated, the
"strength" of the operators L(t) is "measured" by some fixed self
adjoint positively defined operator A, whose inverse A-1 is compact.
Here we shall follow the same line.

Let H ,I , s E R, be a scale of Hilbert spaces with the inner products
(u, V),1 =(A'I

/
2U, A'I

/
2V) and the norms Ilull ,I = (u, u)~/2. The original

H coincides with Ho,(·,·)o = (.,.) and 11·110 = 11·11.
For some problems of parabolic type the operators A-l/2 L(t)A-1/2
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are bounded and for almost all t > 0
m

31

(4.31)

(4.33)

(LC(t)u, u) < -hl(t)lIull~ +~ h,,.(t)lIull~,. , (4.30)
k=1

for any u E HI, where Sk < 0, hI, h,,. E L1,loc(R) and h,,. (t) > 0,
hI (t) > hI > O. These inequalities make it possible to estimate the
right hand side of (4.29).

Explicitly, ifpn is an orthogonal projector on the span {4>1, ... , 4>n},
where 4>. E Hand (4)., 4>i) = 6'i' the following estimates hold:

n

tr(pn LC(t)pn) =L(LC(t)4>., 4>.)
.=1

n

<-h1(t) L(A4>., 4>.)
.=1

m n

+L: h'r(t) L:(A""4>., 4>.) .
k=1 .=1

Since A is self-adjoint with positive eigenvalues Ak(A) and Ak(A) /'
+00 as k -+ +00, in view of the min-max principle we have

n

L(A'4>., 4>.) < SPn A', if s < 0, and
.=1

n

L(A'4>., 4>.) > SPn A', if s > O.
•=1

Therefore, (4.31) implies

tr(pn LC(t)pn) < - h1(t) SPn A

m (4.32)
+ L: h,,.(t) SPn A''', Sk < O.

k=1
For the class of problems under consideration (problems of para

bolic type), the solutions Uk(t) = U(t)Uk(O), Uk(O) E H, for almost
all t E R+ lie in HI, f; Iluk(r)llrdr < +00 and Uk E C(R+, H). Hence
pn(it(t» satisfies for almost all t the assumptions used in the proof
of (4.32). Therefore, (4.32) and (4.29) yield

wn(U(t)) < exp{ -l h,(T)dTSPn A

+t l' h•• (T)dTSPn A"}
k=1 0



(4.36)
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for all t E R+. The terms with Sk #; 0 appear in some applications.
As for problems of hyperbolic type (and many others) the operators

Vi and U(t, vo) are merely continuous and bounded. Instead of (4.30)
in that case, for any u E H, we have:

m

(LC(t)u, u) < -ho(t)lIu Il 2 +E h'le(t)lIull~1e ' (4.34)
k=1

where Sk < 0; ho, h'le E L1,loc(R), h'le (t) > 0, ho(t) > ho > O.
As in the proof of (4.33) we obtain

~ t

wn(U(t» < exp{ J n1hO(T)dT

m 1t (4.35)
+~ 0 h'Ie(T)dTSPn A'Ie}.

We now summarize the results:

Theorem 4.7
Let the operators L(t) in (4.24) satisfy the inequalities (4.30)

or (4.34). Then the corresponding estimates (4.33) or (4.35) (/or-t > 0
and n > 1) hold.

From Theorems 4.5 and 4.7 follows:

Theorem 4.8
Let {Vi, t E R+, H}, be a semigroup of solution operators for

problem (4.23), and A a compact set invariant with respect to yt.
Let Vi and ~(.) be uniformly differentiable on A and let L(t, vo) be a
differential of ~ at the point Vi(vo), Vo E A. Suppose that L(t, vo),
Vo E A, satisfies the inequalities (4.30) or (4.34) with the functions
h.(t) independent of Vo EA.

Then dimH(A) < N where N is the minimal positive integer such
that the expression in the braces on the right hand side of (4.33) (re
spectively, (4.35») is negative for some t > O.

In order to majorize dimJ(A) we have to estimate from above

in(t) =wn(t)w1- n/N (t) ,n =0,1, ... , N ,

where Wn(t) =sUPvoEA wn(U(t, vo». Denote by U(t) the operator
U(t, vo) for some Vo E A, and h,(t) := t- 1 J~ h,(T)dT. Suppose that

SPn A > C1 n 1+1', 'Y > 0 , c1 > 0 ,

SPn A' < c, n1+', s < 0 , Co = 1 .
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(4.37)

(4.38)

(4.39)

Such inequalities hold for the Laplace operator, for the Stokes op
erator (with any of the classical boundary conditions) and for many
other operators in mathematical physics.

Take, for example, one of the summands from L:~=l in (4.30) (or
(4.34)), say h,(t)lIull~, s < O. From (4.36) it follows that, for each
n > 1,

Wn(U(t)) < exp t[-h1(t)Cl n1+1' + h" (t)c"n 1+']

=wn(t).
This wn(t) majorizes wn(t) as well. Therefore,

in(t) =Wn(t)w~-nIN(t) < Wn(t)'lfN(t)l-nIN ,

~ lnin(t) < ~~n wn(t) + (1 - ;) In WN(t)]

= -h1(t)cln1+1' + h"(t)c,,n1+"

+ (1- ;)[-h1(t)c1N1+1' + h"(t)c,,N1+"]

=-h1(t)cl(n1+1' + N 1+1' - nN1')

+ h,,(t)c,(n1+" + N 1+" - nN') .
By the Young inequality we have

n1+1' + N1+1' - nN1'

> n1+1' + N1+1' _ 1 n1+1' _ 'Y N 1+1'
- 1+'Y 1+'Y

_ 1 N1+1' + 'Y n 1+1' > 1 N1+1'
1+'Y 1+'Y - 1+'Y '

for 'Y > 0; equality also holds in the case 'Y =O.
The second sum is estimated from above for n E [1, N] (remember

that s < 0):

n 1+, + N 1+" - nN" < N 1+" .

I Thus we obtain

! lnin(t) < -hI (t)C1 1
1 N1+1' + h,,(t)c,N1+" ,

t - + 'Y

and besides,

~ IniN(t) = ~ lnio(t) = ~ In WN(t)

=-h1(t)c1N 1+1' + h,,(t)c,N1+" .

In view of Theorem 4.8, dimH(A) < N, where N has been chosen
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in such a way that

-hl(t)clN'Y-' + h,(t)c, < 0 (4.40)

for some t :> O.
In order to get dimJ(A) < N (see Theorem 4.6) it is sufficient to

choose t and N so that
- 1 --hl (t)c l 1

N'Y-' + h,(t)c, < 0 (4.41)
+"Y

Remember that "Y > 0 and s < 0 in (4.40) and (4.41) (see (4.36)).
The above calculations also show that in the case (4.34) dimH(A) <

dimJ(A) < N, where N is chosen in such a way that

-ho(t)N- l + h,(t)c, < 0, s < 0

for some t > o.
When there are several summands in E;;=l' we proceed in the same

fashion and obtain:

Theorem 4.9
Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.8, suppose that the in

equalities (4.36) hold. If L(t) satisfies the condition (4.30), then
dimH(A) < N, where N is such that

m

-hl(t)ClN'Y +I: h,,. (t)c,,. N'" < 0, i > 0, Sic < 0, (4.42)
Ie=l

for some t > o. If N is such that
m

-1 1 hl(t)clN'Y +I: h,,. (t)c,,. N'" < 0 ,
+ "Y Ie=l (4.43)

i> 0, Sic < 0

for some t > 0, then dimJ(A) < N.
If L(t) satisfies the condition (4.34), then dimH(A) < dimJ(A) <

N, where N is such that
m

-ho(t) +I: h,,. (t)c,,. N'" < 0 , Sle < 0
Ie=l

(4.44)

for some t > O.
Usually in some problems of mathematical physics (e.g., for the Na
vier-Stokes equations) the functions hi(t) =t J~ hier)dr decrease
when t -+ +00, and hl (t) in (4.30) or ho(t) in (4.34) does not depend
on t. In this case we may put h,,.(oo) instead of h,~(t) in (4.41)
(4.44).
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Introduction to Part II

In Part II we consider abstract semi-linear evolution equations mainly
of hyperbolic type. They generate semigroups of class AK. Evolution
equations of parabolic type generate semigroups of class K. We devote
to them only the short Chapter 6, as semi-linear parabolic equations
are expounded in a comparatively complete literature. Many publi
cations are devoted to the Navier-Stokes equations which generate
(in the two-dimensional case) semigroups of class K. In the first pub
lication on this subject [1] the set M of all limit states or, which is
the same, the minimal global B-attractor was found; among its prop
erties the most interesting one is a finiteness of the dynamics {Vi} on
M (or alternatively, the finiteness of the number N i of determining
modes). Here we give some comparatively recent results [11] concern
ing majorants for the number N 1 and for the fractal dimension of
invariant bounded sets which are better (for small viscosity v) than
before. On the other hand, quasi-linear parabolic equations of gen
eral form also generate semigroups of class K, but the presentation
of this material requires a separate publication. For this purpose we
need to use results on the global unique solvability of boundary value
problems for these equations and estimates of a local type. They may
be found in the monograph [15]; more recent results are described in
the survey [16], which also contains a list of publications. It is, never
theless, necessary to put this subject in the framework of the theory
of semigroups choosing the phase spaces correctly.
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We describe now some known general facts used in the next chap
ters.

Let H be a complete separable Hilbert space, (', .) and 11·11 denote
the inner product and norm in H, and A a linear unbounded operator
with domain V(A) dense in H. Moreover, A is self-adjoint, positive
definite and its inverse A-I is completely continuous. Let us denote
by 0 < ~l < ~2 < ... the eigenvalues of A and by tPI, tP2' ... the
corresponding orthonormalized eigenelements. Starting from Hand
A we construct by the usual procedure the space-scale H 6 (A), s E R :
H6(A) is the domain V(A6/2) of A6/2 with the inner product

(U,V)6,A = (A6/2U,A6/2V) (5.1)

and the norm II ·116,A. Clearly, Ho(A) =H. The spaces H6 (A) and
H_ 6 (A) are dual with respect to H. We simply write:

(u,v) = (A6/2U,A- 6/2V)

if u E H6 (A) and v E H_ 6 (A), and

(u v) = (A6
/

2U A-6
/

2V), r,A , r,A
= (A(r+6)/2 u, A(r-6)/2v)

if u E H 6 +r (A) and v E H_ 6 +r (A). It is easy to verify that

Ilull;,A > ~fllull;-cS,A for 6 > 0, u E H6 (A) ,

A cS
/
2(H6_cS(A» = H6(A) , IIAcS /2uI16,A = lIull6+cS,A ,

(5.3)
(u, V)6+cS,A = (AcSu, V)6,A ,

I(u, v )6,A I< Ilul16+cS,A IlvIl6-cS,A, etc.
In Chapter 6 we use only the scale H 6 (A), s E H, with a fixed

operator A and omit A in the notations H6(A), (" ')6,A and 1I·1I6,A.
But the dependence on A will be explicitly indicated in Chapter 7,
where we deal with operators depending on a parameter. We shall
denote the set of all linear bounded operators acting from the Banach
space X to the Banach space Y by the symbol L(X -+ Y), their norms
by the symbol 1I·IIL(x_y).
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Estimates for the number of
determining modes and the
fractal dimension of bounded
invariant sets for the Navier
Stokes equations.

It is well known that the Navier-Stokes equations with some bound
ary conditions can be considered as the equation

o,v(t) + vAv(t) + f( v(t)) = h (6.1)

in a Hilbert space H. In the case of homogeneous sticking bound
ary conditions (i.e. v(x, t)lxEan = 0, where 0 is a bounded domain
in Rm, m = 2 or 3, with a smooth boundary (0), H =j (0)
is a subspace of the vector-space £2(0). In the case of periodic
boundary conditions (here 0 is a parallelepiped) H is another sub
space of £2(0). In both cases A enjoys the properties indicated in
Chapter 5 (like the scalar Laplace operator (-~) in £2(0) with the
boundary condition ulan =0). Elements v of H are vector functions
v:x EO -+ v(x) = (Vl(X), ... ,vm(x)) E Rm and f(v) =P:F(v) where
P is the orthoprojector of L2(0) onto Hand :F is defined by the.
mappmg:

m 0
:F(v): v -+ L Vk(X) ox v(x) E Rm, x EO.

k=l k
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In [1] it is proved that in the case m = 2 (for two-dimensional
0) the solution operators Vi of problem (6.1) with h E H form a
continuous semigroup {Vi, t E R+, H} of class K, and this semigroup
has a compact connected minimal global B-attractor M, lying in the
ball BRo ={v: IIvll < Ro = IIhll (1I~t}-I}. The set M is bounded in
the space H2. It is also maximal among all bounded invariant sets of
our seffilgroup.

The semigroup can be extended on M to a continuous group
{Vi, t E R+ ,M}, and, what is more, this group is in some sense
finite-dimensional. It means that there is an integer NI such that
the projection pN1"Y(v) of any complete trajectory "Y(v), v E M in
the subspace span {<PI, , <PN1 } =pN1 H determines the trajectory
"Y(v) (here <Pk, k = 1, , N I, are eigenelements of A). More pre-
cisely, if for "Y(v) = {Vi(v), t E R} and "Y(v) = {Vi(v), t E R} with
v, v E M we have the equalities pNqJt(v) = pN1Vi(v) for all t E R,
then Vi(v) = Vi(v) for all t E R.

We call the smallest of such integer numbers the number N 1 of
determining modes for M (or for A if we consider another invariant
set A). In [1] a majorant for N1 is computed. Here we shall deduce
a majorant which is better for small II-I. Let us remark that we do
not use the fact that M is an attractor.

For an arbitrary complete trajectory v(t), t E R lying in M we
have the estimates:

and

sup IIv(t)1I < Ro =IIhll (lI~d-1
tER

(6.2)

v lllv(e)lI~ de < ~~ + IIhll2 (A,v)-'It - rj , (6.3)

where ~k, k = 1,2, ..., are the eigenvalues of A. The difference u(t) =
v(t) - v(t) of two solutions of (6.1) satisfies the equality:

8tU(t)+IIAu(t)+P(Vk(t)U~1o(t)+Uk(t)V~1o(t» = 0, t E R. (6.4)

From (6.4) we deduce

1d 1'2 dt lIu(t)1I2 + IIl1u(t)lI~ = - 0 Uk(t, x)V~1o (t, x)u(t, x )dx

1 '
< IIv(t)lIlllu(t)1I14 (o) < y-2"v(t)lltllu(t)It1lu(t)1I

< ; lIu(t)ll~ + 4~ IIv(t)II~lIu(t)112 ,
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and from this inequality it follows that

~ Ilu(t)1I2+ IIl1u(t)lI~ < (211)-11Iv(t)II~1I u(t)112 . (6.5)

Suppose that pNu(t) =0 for all t E R. Then u(t) =QNu(t) where
QN := I _ pN and

lIu(t)lI~ > '\N+1I1u(t)1I2 (6.6)

(as well as for an arbitrary element of QNH), so that

~ lIu(t)W < -h(t)lIu(t)1I2 , (6.7)

with h(t) = II'\N+1 - (211)-11Iv(t)lli. If f: h(e)de -+ +00 when T -+

-00 then u(t) = 0 for all t E R. By (6.3) this will hold if

'\N+1 > 1I-
4I1 hIl 2(2,\d- 1 . (6.8)

As Ak =O(k) we can satisfy (6.8) by choosing an N which satisfies
the inequality

N < C111-4 + c~, with some Cl, c~ E R+ . (6.9)

In the case of periodic boundary conditions we have the following
estimates for all v(t) EM:

sup IIv(t)1I < CII-1, sup IIv(t)lh < CII-1 , (6.10)
teR teR

_1_ t Ilv(e)lI~ de < clI- 2 [1 +1I-1(t _ T)-l] ,
t - T iT (6.11)

-00 < T < t < 00 ,

which are better than (6.3) for large 11- 1 •

Using these estimates we can satisfy the requirement (6.8) if N
satisfies the inequality:

N < c211-211n ~ I+ c~, with some C2, c~ E R+ . (6.12)

In the case m = 3 (for three-dimensional n) we also can estimate
the number of determining modes for any invariant set A bounded
in H1' following the same procedure. For both boundary conditions
(for sticking and periodic) the estimates have the form

N < C311-9m~ + c;, C3, c; E R+ , (6.13)

where m1 =sUPveA IIvlh.
So the following Theorem holds:

Theorem 6.1
The number N 1 of determining modes for M, in the case



(6.15)

(6.14)
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m = 2 and sticking boundary conditions, has the majorant indicated

in (6.9) and for periodic boundary conditions the one in (6.12). In the
case m =3 with either sticking or periodic conditions the majorants of
number N I for invariant sets A bounded in HI have the form (6.13).

Majorants of fractal dimensions
Let us denote by d)')(A) the fractal dimension of a com

pact set A as a subset of space H,. Generally the finiteness of
d),+t:)(A), ( > 0, for a compact A in the space H,+t:, does not fol-

low from the finiteness of d)')(A). But for the Navier-Stokes equa
tions and for some other partial differential equations it is possible to
evaluate d)')(A) for any s using theorems from Chapter 4. For the Na-

vier-Stokes equations we have computed the majorants for d)/c)(M),

k = 0,1, in the case m = 2 and for ij/c\A) , k = 0,1, in the case
m = 3. Namely

Theorem 6.2
The numbers ij/c)(M), k = 0, I, for the two-dimensional Na

vier-Stokes equations with sticking boundary conditions, have the fol
lowing majorants:

iO)(M) < c v-4 + C'J - 4 4,

d)I)(M) < csv-2mn(ln.!)2 + (In mt)I/2] + c~ ,
v

where ml = sUPvEM IIvlh. For periodic boundary conditions, we have

d)/c)(M) < c6v- 2Iln.!1 + c~, k = 0, 1. (6.16)
v

The majorants of ij/c)(A) for the three-dimensional Navier-Stokes

equations with sticking or periodic boundary conditions have the form

d)/c)(A) < c7v-9m~ + c~, k = 0,1 , (6.17)

where ml = sUPvEA IIv lh·
The constants Cl, c~ are determined by the norm Ilhl! of the free term

(the forces) h in the Navier-Stokes equations and in (6.15), (6.16) by

the norm Ilhll l . In addition, they also depend on O.
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Evolution equations of
hyperbolic type

7.1 Introduction
We now investigate semigroups originated by the problem

oltv(t) +VOtv(t) +Av(t) + f(v(t» =h ,

vlt=o = '110, otvlt=o = '111 . (7.1).
Here v = constant > 0, A is a linear unbounded self-adjoint pos-
itively defined operator in the Hilbert space H, which has a com
pletely continuous inverse operator; h is a fixed element of H, f is
a certain nonlinear (generally unbounded) operator. Below we shall
formulate conditions for f under which the problem (7.1) is globally
and uniquely solvable and a semigroup it generates possesses some
properties enabling us to find its minimal attractors. By using the
procedure of Chapter 5, for an operator A defined in a dense domain,
we introduce a space-scale H 6 (A), s E R. To apply the results of Part
I, we shall reformulate the problem (7.1) as the Cauchy problem for
first order equations.

Usually the vector function v(t) = (~~m) is chosen to be un

known, where Vo is the solution v(t) of the problem (7.1) and V1(t) =
Otv(t).

In this variant the problem (7.1) acquires the form

OtVo(t) =V1 (t) ,

OtV1(t) = -Avo(t) - VV1(t) - f(vo(t» + h, (7.2)

Vo It=o ='110 , v11t=0 ='111
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or, what is the same,
... ...

Ot17(t) = av(t) + 1(17(t)) + h ;
...

17lt:o = W' ,
where

(7.3)

(7.5)

a =, (_OA -~I)' J(V(t)) = CI(~o(t))) ,

h= (~) , ~ =(::) ,
However, for establishing some important properties of semigroup

generated by problem (7.1) and associated problems, we use another
formulation. That is we introduce the vector-function 17(t, a) defined
by 17(t) with the help of the equality

V(t, a) =C(a)V(t), C(a) = (~ n,
where a is a positive number subjected to certain restrictions. The
vector function v(t, a) is connected with the solution v(t) of (7.1) by

. the equalities:

vo(t,a) = v(t), vl(t,a) = av(t) +Otv(t).

It is easy to prove that, if v(t) is a solution of (7.3), then 17(t, a) is
the solution of the problem

Ot 17(t ,a) = a(a)17(t,a) + {(v(t,a)) + h,
...

V!t:o =W'(a) , (7.4)

where

(
-a! !)

a(v) = -A(a) -(1I- a)! '

... (W'o)A(a) =A - a(lI- a)! , W'(a) = aW'o + W'1 ;

and vice versa, if 17(t, a) is a solution of the problem (7.4), then 17(t) =
C-1(a)v(t, a) =C(-a)17(t, a) is a solution of the problem (7.3).

In terms of the components Vo (t, a), VI (t, a) of 17(t, a), the system
(7.4) looks like:

Otvo(t,a) =-avo(t,a)+vl(t,a) ,

OtVl(t,a) = -A(a)vo(t, a) - (1I- a)vl(t,a)

- 1(vo (t, a)) + h ,

volt:o = W'o =W'o(a) , vdt:o =aW'o + W'1 =W'1(a).
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(7.7)

(7.8)

for s > 0,

for s < 0,

It is clear that for a = 0, the problems (7.4) and (7.3) coincide and... ...
a(O) = a, '11(0) = W.

The parameter a will satisfy the following conditions

v ~l(A(a» _ a(v - a) _ 2
aE[0'2]' ~l(A) .-1- ~l(A) =m(a»O. (7.6)

Here ~l(A(a» = ~l(a) is the first eigenvalue of the operator A(a).
As before, we shall denote the complete orthonormalized system of
the eigenelements of the operator A by {¢k }k=l and the correspond
ing eigenvalues by {~k}k; l' The eigenvalues of the operator A(a)
are equal to ~k(A(a» = ~k(A) - a(1I - a) =~k(a) and the eigen
functions of A(a) and A are the same. We shall use the space-scales
H,,(A(a» =H",Oll s E R, constructed with the help of the operator
A(a) as described in Chapter 5. The scalar product in H",a will be
denoted by the symbol (., ·)",a and the norm by 11·1I",a' When a = 0,
instead of H",o, (·,·)",0 and 11,11",0 we shall use H", (.,.)" and 11,11"
(in accordance with Chapter 6).

Under the conditions (7.6), H",a and H" coincide as sets and their
nor~s are equivalent. In fact, elementary calculations give the fol
lowing inequalities

m"(a)lIull" < lIull",a =IIA"/2(a)ull
< IIA"/2ull =Ilull"

lIull" < lIull",a < m" (a)llull"
where 11·11, as usual, is t~e norm in H.

As the phase space for problem (7.4) we shall take the space X",a =
H"+l,a X H",a' The scalar product in X",a is defined by

(u,v)x•.a = (uo,VO),,+l,a + (Ul,Vl)",a
=(AC,,+1)/2(a)uo, AC,,+1)/2(a)vo)

+ (A"/2(a)ul,A"/2(a)vl)'

where (., .), as usual, is the scalar product in H. The norm in X",a
will be denoted by the symbol 11·lIx.,a; when a = °we shall use the
notation X"' (., ·)x. and 1I·lIx•.

From (7.7) it follows that for an arbitrary it E X" (or, what is the
same, it E X",a)

m"+l(a)IIU1lx. < IIUJlx•.a< lIitllx., s > 0,

m"+l(a)lli1Ilx. < Ili1Ilx.,a < m"(a)lIitllx., s E [-1,0], (7.9)

IIUJlx. < IIUllx•.a< m"(a)llilllx., s < -1,
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The same space-scale X"a, s E R, is constructed from the space
XO,a =H1(A(a»xH by the standard procedure described in Chapter

5, with the help of the unbounded operator A(",) =(A~"') A~"'»):

V(A(a» =V(A3
/

2(a» x V(A(a» C Xo -+ Xo .

The latter enjoys all the properties required by this procedure. The
spectrum of A(a) consists of the numbers {A~ = Ak(a)}k;l , each
Ak (a) corresponding to two linearly independent eigenvectors, nor
malized in Xo:

it("') = C;1/2~"')4>k) and it("') = (:J .
The operator A1/ 2 (a) establishes a one-to-one correspondence be-

~1/2 ~
tween X'+l,a and X"a, and IIA t1Jlx•.or = Ilullx.+1 •or .

Let us introduce one more notation,

ao("') =(-1(",) n,
which is the principal part of the operator a(a). It is easy to ,verify
that ao(a) also gives a one-to-one correspondence between X'+l,o
and X"a, and lIao(a)t1Jlx•.or = 11t1Jlx..,+l,or. Moreover

(ao(a)u,V)x.,or = -(t1,ao(a)V)x•. or (7.10)

for arbitrary U, vE X'+l,a.
We begin our analysis of the problem (7.1), with the investigation

of some linear problems.

7.2 Linear problems
The problem

Otu(t) =au(t) + g(t) , t1lt=o =~ (7.11)

is the object of our attention. Here a = (~A -:1) is the same as

in the preceding section, g(.) = (g(.») is a fixed element of Lp,loc(R, X,)

with p > 1 and s E R, and u(t) = (:~~g) is function we seek. We
want to prove the solvability of (7.11) in the space X, for an arbitrary
~ EX,. The main energy relation for the problem is

1 d 2 2 .2dt lIu(t)llx. = -vllul(t)II, + (g(t), Ul (t», , (7.12)
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(7.14)

which follows from (7.11) multiplied in X, by 11(t) and from the prop
erty (7.10) when a = O. By using (7.12) it is easy to estimate lIu(t)lIx.
through II~II~. and IJ~ IIg( r)II,drl· But it does not reflect the impor
tant property of the solutions of the problem (7.11): that is, the
exponential decay of 1I11(t)lIx., when t --+ +00, of solutions of the
homogeneous equation (7.11) (i.e. when g(t) =0) and the bound
edness of 1I11(t)lIx. on the semi-axis t E R+ in the general case if
SUPtER IIg(t)II, < +00. This can be proved by different means. One
of them is to develop the solution 11(t) in a Fourier series by the
eigenelements of the operator a. The expansion enables one to know
the behaviour of 1I11(t)llx. when t --+ 00. However we would prefer a
different procedure, keeping in mind the further applications of the
results of Part I to the problem (7.3). As in section 7.1, we introduce
the functions

l1(t, a) =C(O')I1(t), C(o') = (~ n, (7.13)

where 11(t) are solutions of (7.11) and a is a number obeying the
inequalities (7.6). The 11(t, a) are solutions of the following problem:

at 11(t ,a) = a(a)11(t, a) + g(t) ,

11lt=o = ~(a) = ( '11
0

)
aWo + '11 1

(
-aI I) .where a(a) = -A(a) -(v _ a)I . In coordmates (7.14) looks

like
atuo(t,a) = -auo(t,a) + u1(t,a) ,

atU1(t,a) = -A(a)uo(t,a) - (v - a)u1(t,a) + g(t) , (7.15)

uolt=o =wo(a) = '11 0 , udt=o =W1(a) =aWo + '111 .

The following relation holds:

1 d 2
-2 -d lI u(t, a)lIxt .,or

=-alluo(t, a)II~+1,a - (v - a)lIu1(t, a)II~,a (7.16)

+ (g(t), U1 (t, a»"a
which is the analogue of (7.12) for (7.14). It is the result of the
multiplication of (7.14) in X"a by 11(t, a), bearing in mind property
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(7.10). The inequalities

- vllt7(t,a:)lIx•.a -llg(t)II"a

< :t 1I t7(t, a:)lIx•.a

< -a:II t7(t , a:)lIx•.a + IIg(t)II"a
follow from (7.16), because we assumed that a: E [0, v/2]' while from
(7.17) we may deduce the following estimates

1I t7(t, a:)lIx.,a < e-at 1I t1(0, a:)llx.,a

i t (7.181)
+ 0 e-a(t-T)lIg(r)II"adr,t E R+ ,

1It7(t, a:)llx.,a < e- lIt llt1(O, a:)llx•.a

10 (7.182)
+ t e- lI(t-T)lIg(r)II"adr,t E R- .

These inequalities allow us to obtain estimates of the same kind for
lIu(t)lIx•. In fact, for an arbitrary u E X, and t1(a:) =C(a:)t7, where
C(a:) is defined in (7.13), the inequalities

1I t1(a:)lIx. < III (a:)llilIlx. ~ Ilr(a:)II t1(a:)llx. , (7.191)

where I',(a) = max { ';1 + a, VI + a~,' + a2~l'} are confirmed

routinely. From (7.19d and (7.9) we deduce the inequalities

lIil1lx. < m1(s, a:)lIu(a:)llx•.a ,

1I t1(a:)lIx•.a < m2(s, a:)lIil1lx. ,
where

( ) _ {1l1(a:)m-(,+1)(a:), for s> -1
m1 s, a: - P1(a:), for s < -1

{
1l1(a:), for s > 0

m2(s,a:) = 1l1(a:)m'(a:) , for s < 0

For a: satisfying requirements (7.6), because of (7.192 ) and (7.7) we
obtain from (7.18k) the main a priori estimates:

\\t1(t)\\x. < m3(s, a:)e-at\\u(O)\\x.

+ m.(s, a) 1.' e- a('-T)lIg(T)II,dT ,

1It1(t)llx. < m3(s, a:)e- lIt llu(O)llx.

+ m.(s,a)l e-v ('-T)lIg(T)II,dT,
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for t E R+ and t E R- respectively, where

m3(s,a) = ml(s,a)m2(s,a)

and

49

m4(s, a) = ml(s, a)if s > 0,

m4(s, a) = ml(s, a)m'(a) if s < 0

for solutions of the problem (7.11). The explicit dependence of mk(·)
on s and on a is not important for us. The essential things are:

(a) the requirements (7.6) enable us to choose a positive and
deduce that, for an arbitrary s E R, lIit(t)llx. tends to zero
when t -+ +00.

(b) when a tends to zero, Jll(a), m(a) and mk(s,a) tend to 1.
Now let us go on to prove the unique solvability of the problem

(7.11).
We shall call a weak solution of the problem (7.11) a function it: R -+

Xr for which all projections (uo(t), ¢k), (Ul (t), ¢k), k = 1,2, ... are
absolutely continuous functions of t E R and, for almost any t, satisfy
the.following equalities:

at (Uo (t), ¢k) = (u1(t), ¢k) ;

at(Ul(t),¢k) = -Ak(UO(t),¢k) -1I(Ul(t),¢k)

+ (g(t), ¢k) ; (7.21)

(uo,¢k)lt=o = (<)O,¢k),

(Ul,¢k)lt=o =(<)l,¢k), k = 1,2, ....
In this terminology the number r is deliberately ignored despite the

fact it appears in the condition it: R -+ X r . Its value is insignificant,
only the fact that r > -00 being important. It should be remembered
that for the elements U E H, and v E H_" (u, v) is the number
(A'/2 u, A-,/2v) - the inner product in H of elements A,/2u E H
and A-,/2v E H. This is the meaning of the brackets (Ui(t), ¢k) in
(7.21).

It is easy to prove the following theorem

Theorem 7.1
Problem (7.11) has no more than one weak solution.

We shall apply this theorem to linear and nonlinear problems as a
means of identifying their solutions when we have preliminary and
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incomplete information, but when we know that they are weak solu
tions of a problem of the type (7.11).

Let us prove the following existence theorem:

Theorem 7.2
If 9 E Lp,loc(R, H.), s E R, p > 1 then problem (7.11) for an

arbitrary ~ E X. has the unique solution il E C(R, X.) with OtU E
Lp,loc(R,X,-d. For almost all t it satisfies the equation (7.11) (in
space X.- l ) and the energy relation (7.12). For this solution the
estimates (7.2011:) are true (for all t). Any weak solution of problem
(7.11) coincides with this il. If, additionally, 9 E C(R, H,-l) then
Otil E C(R, X.-d and equation (7.11) is fulfilled for all t E R.
It is easy to prove that all the statements of Theorem 7.2 are true if

'110 = 2:f=l a1l:<p1I:, '111 = 2:f=l b1l:<p1I:, and get) = 2:f=l g1l:(t)<p1I: with
g1l: E Lp,loc(R) or g1l: E C(R)....

Now let '11 be an arbitrary element of X, and g(.) an arbitrary el-
ement of Lp,loc(R, H,). The sums of their Fourier-series, ~N and
gN(.), containing only <PI, ... ,<PN, approximate ~ and g(.) when
N -+ 00 as follows: ~n -+ ~ in the norm X" and gN (.) -+' g(.),
in the norm Lp«- T, T), H, ), for an arbitrary T < +00. Because
of this and the fact that the estimates (7.2011:) hold for the solu
tion ilN(t) of the problem (7.11), corresponding to ~N and gN(o),
and their differences ilN•(t) - ilN~(t) for arbitrary Nt, N2 < 00, the
sequence {ilN (·)}N=l is fundamental in the spaces C([-T, T], X,).
for any T < +00. Since the spaces C([-T,T],X,) are complete,
the sequence {ilN(·)}N=l converges in their norms to an element
it E C(R, X,). Hence ailN(.) converges to ail(.) in the norm of
C([-T, 11, X,-l) (one must remember that a E L(X, -+ X,-d)·
Furthermore, as OtUN(t) = ailN(t) + fiN(t) and fiN(.) -+ g(.) in the
norms of Lp([-T, T], X,), T < +00, then ot'uN (.) converges in the
norms of Lp([-T, 11, X,-l) to an element of Lp,loc(R, X,-d, which,
according to the theory of generalized derivatives, is equal to Otil(·).
If, additionally, 9 E C(R, H,-l), then gN(.) converges to g(.) in the
norms of C([-T, T], X,-I) and otilN (.) converges to Otil in the same
norms. In this case equation (7.11) will be fulfilled (in X,-d for all
t, and in the first case (i.e. for 9 E Lp,loc(R, X,» for almost all t. Re
lation (7.12) is fulfilled (for almost all t), since it is true for all uN(t)
with get) = gN(t), and each term of its right hand side converges to
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(7.25)

(7.22) .

the corresponding term of the right hand side of (7.12) in the norms
of Lp«-T,T)), T < +00.

The uniqueness follows from Theorem 7.1 since the solution u(t) is
a weak solution of problem (7.11).

Theorem 7.2 for the case get) =0 guarantees the existence of the
operators Ut E L(X& -+ X&) associating to ~ EX& the solution u(t)
of the problem

...
8tu(t) =au(t), ult=o = 'Ii ,

The inequalities (7.20k) give the following estimates:

IIUtIIL(x._x.) < m3(a, s)e-at , t E R+ , (7.23t)

IIUtIlL(x._x.) < m3(a, s)e- lJt , t E R- . (7.232)

It is obvious that {Ut , t E R, X &} is a continuous group of linear
bounded operators.

As in the finite-dimensional case, the solution u(t) of problem (7.11)
may be represented by means of Duhamel's principle as follows

u(t) = Ut~ + t Ut-Tg(r)dr . (7.24). .10
This can be proved using the above mentioned properties of the

operators Ut and the fact that a E L(X& -+ X&-t}. But, otherwise,
the representation (7.24) is true for the finite-dimensional approxi
mations uN(t) and the estimates (7.20k) allow us to pass to the limit
when N -+ 00 and to obtain (7.24) for iI(t) as the limit of iIN (t).

Problem (7.11), as proved above, is connected with the problem:

8ltu(t) + v8tu(t) + Au(t) =get) ,

ult=o = 'Ii0 , 8tUlt=0 = 'iiI

in the following way. The first component uo(t) of the solution u(t) is
the solution u(t) of problem (7.25) and the second component of u(t)
is equal to 8t u(t). Therefore from Theorem 7.2 for problem (7.25) we
get:

Theorem 7.2'
If g E Lp,loc(R, H&), s E R, p > 1, then problem (7.25) has

the unique solution u E C(R, H&+d with 8t u E C(R, H&) and 8;u E
Lp,loc(R, H&-I). The solution u(t) for almost all t E R satisfies the
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equality (7.25) (in H,-I) and the energy identity

~ ~ (Ilu(t)II~+1 + lIotu(t)II~)
= -lIl1otu(t)lI~ + (g(t), Otu(t»,

If, in addition, 9 E C(R, H,-I) then equation (7.25) is satisfied for
each t E R (in H,-I). The estimates (7.20 k ) are fulfilled for

lIu(t)lIx. := [IIu(t)II~+1+ 1I0tu(t)II~] 1/2 .

The estimate

lIo;tu(t)II'-1 < lI u(t)II'+1 + IIl1otu(t)II'-1 + IIg(t)II'-1 (7.27)

is also true.
The last statement follows from (7.25). The following theorem holds:

Theorem 7.3
If the function g: R -+ Hr is absolutely continuous and Otg E

Lp,loe(R, Hr), r E R, P > 1, then for the solution it = (:~) of problem

(7.11) with i =0, OtU E C(R, Xr), Uo E C(R, Hr+2) and for t E R+
the estimates

1I0tu(t)llxr < m3(O:, r)e-atllg(O)llr
t (7.28)

+ m4(O:, r) Jo e-a(t-T)llotg(r)llr dr ,

lI uo(t)lIr+2 < cllotu(t)llxr + IIg(t)lIr , (7.29)

hold. Here c = V2max{l, 1I.A11/2}.
The proof is based on Theorems 7.1 and 7.2. Theorem 7.2 guarantees
the existence of u E C(R, X r ), the estimates (7.20 k ) with u(O) = 0
and s = r, as well as OtU E C(R, X r - 1).

The latter implies aOtu = Otau E C(R, X r- 2) and from u E

C(R, X r ) it follows that au E C(R, Xr-t}. So, all the members in
the equation (7.11) are elements of C(R, Xr-I). Furthermore, since
both terms on the right hand side of (7.11) are differentiable in t
and their derivatives are elements of C(R, Xr-2) and Lp,loe(R, Xr),
respectively, then OtU also is differentiable in t, ouu E Lp,loe(R, Xr-2)
and OtU is a solution of the problem

O(w(t) = aw(t) + Ot9(t), wlt=o = y(O) (7.30)

belonging to C(R, X r - 1). On the other hand, the same Theorem
7.2, when applied to the problem (7.30), guarantees' the existence
of the solution wE C(R, X r) as 9(0) E Xr and OtY E Lp,loe(R, Hr).
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(7.32)

Since 8tuand ware both weak solutions of (7.30), they must coincide
according to the uniqueness theorem, Le. 8t u= wE C(R,Xr ). The
estimate (7.28) is nothing but the estimate (7.20t) (with s = r) for
tV and the estimate (7.29) follows from the fact that u(t) = (:~~g) =
C!)~~(h), where u(t) is the solution of (7.25).

7.3 On global unique solvability of the nonlinear
problem
In this section we investigate the global unique solvability of

problem (7.1) or, what is the same, of problem (7.3). We shall use
both of these formulations and the relations v(t) = vo(t), 8t v(t) =
Vl(t) between the solutions v(t) of(7.1) and v(t) = (~~~g) of (7.3). We
choose X o as the phase-space and (according to this choice) impose
on f the following conditions: .

(a) I:H1 -+ H, 1(0) =0 and for all Ul,U2 E H1

II/(Ul)- I(u2)11 < 4>1(max{llulI11; IIu211d)lIul -u2111. (7.31)

Here and below, 4>k are some functions, 4>k: Rm -+ R+, their
explicit form being insignificant; we only assume that these
functions are continuous and nondecreasing when each of
their arguments increases.

(b) For any k =1,2, ... and all Ul,U2 E H1

I(/(ut} - f(U2), <Pk)1

< <))2(k, max{lIullh, lIu211d)llul - u211 ;

(c) I is a potential operator with the continuous potential
F: Hl -+ R, F(O) = 0 such that for every u E C(R, H 1 )

with 8t u E C(R, H) the function F(u(.»: R -+ R is abso
lutely continuous and

d
dt F(u(t» =(f( u(t», 8t u(t» . (7.33)

Moreover, for all u E Hl, F(u) mustsatisfy the inequality

-F(u) < (~ - vdllulli + Cl (7.34)

with some Vl E (O,~] and Cl E R+.
From (7.33) it follows that

:F(u) = 1.'(/(tu),u)dt, Vu E H, (7.35)
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(7.36)

(7.39)

(7.40)

(7:38)

(7.41)

follows.
The following theorem holds:

Theorem 7.4..
Let h E H, q; E X o and f satisfy the conditions (a)-(c).

Then problem (7.3) has the unique solution v enjoying the following

properties: v E C(R, X o), OtV E C(R, X-d; equation (7.3) is fulfilled
for all t ERin X-l; v(t) is given by

VCt) = U.(v(O)) +1.' U'-T C I( vo(Or)) +h) dr, (7.37)

where Ut E L(Xo -+ X o) are the solution operators of problem (7.22);

the energy relation holds:

~ £(v(t)) = -vllvl (t)1I 2
, t E R,

where the function £: X o -+ R is defined by

£(u) := ~lIuolli+ ~lIull12 + F(uo) - (h, uo) ,

it= (::) .

For the solution v(t) the estimates (7.45)-(7.46k) hold.
The solution operators Vi of problem (7.3) form a continuous group

{\.'t,t E R,Xo}; the corresponding semigroup {Vi,t E R+,Xo} is
bounded.
First we obtain the basic a priori estimate for the solutions of problem
(7.3). To this end we rewrite (7.3) in the form

Otv(t) = av(t) + 9(t), V1t:o = i ,
where

itt) =itt; i) := C(t~W»)

=l(VCt)) + h= CI(~o(t)J + (~) .
The dependence of 9 on the functional parameter i is due to the fact
that the solution vof problem (7.3) depends on ~.
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Equation (7.40) has the form (7.11) and therefore the solutions v
of (7.40) satisfies (7.12) with s = 0 (provided v is smooth enough,
see above). The last term in (7.12), because of condition (c) with
V1(t) = 8tvo(t), is equal to

(g(t), V1(t)) =(- f( vo(t)) + h ,8tvo(t))
d (7.42)

=+dt [-.1'(vo(t)) + (h, vo(t))] .

Therefore, (7.38) is nothing but the relation (7.12) with s = o.
From (7.38) and (7.36) it follows

£(ii(t)) + IIl' IIvl(T)lI'dT

=£(v(O)) (7.43)

1 2 1 2
< '2 11 '11111 + '2llq,olh + ct>3(lIq,olld + Ilhllllq,oll·

On the other hand, from (7.34) we deduce

£(v(t))

> ~llv1(t)1I2 + ~lIvo(t)ll~
1 (7.44)

- ('2 - v1)llvo(t)ll~ - C1 -llhIlA~1/21Ivo(t)lh

> ~lIv1(t)112 + ~11Ivo(t)ll~ - C1 - (2v1A1)-1I1hIl2 .

Now (7.43) and (7.44) give the "a priori" estimate:

IIvl(t)1I2 + IIll1vo(t)lI~ + 211l' IIvl(T)1I 2dT

< 2C1 + (v1 A1)-1I1hIl 2+ 11'11111 2+ Ilq,ollr (7.45)

+ 2ct>3(llq,olh) + 211hllllq,olhA~1/2

=4>4(1I~lIxo) .
In particular,

IIv(t)llxo < 4>5(1I~lIxo), t E R+ ,

IIV(t)llxo < 4>6(ltl, 11~lIxo)' t E R- .

The explicit form of the functions ct>5 and 4>6 is not significant to our
purpose; note that 4>6(ltl,e) -+ +00 when t -+ -00.

We shall construct the approximate solutions vm(t), m =1,2, ... of
(7.3) by means of the Galerkin-Faedo method using the eigenfunctions
{<Pk}k=1 of the operator A as the basis in Ha • Namely, we look for



(7.48)

(7.49)
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vm(t) = C3::~(~)) where vm(t) = L:~1 ci(t)4>t and the coefficients

cT(t) = (vm(t), 4>i), l = 1, ... , m are the soluWions of the Cauchy
problem for the following system of m ordinary differential equations:

olt(vm(t), 4>1:) + VOt(vm(t), 4>1:)

+ ~1:(vm(t), 4>1:) + (f(vm(t)), 4>1:) = (h,4>1:) (7.47)

ck(O) = ('1'0, eP1:) , OtCk(O) =('1'1,4>1:) , k =1, ... , m .

Let us prove that the "a priori" estimates (7.461:) hold for vm(t) :=

(8::~(~)' and, hence, for any T E R+:
...

max IIvrn(t)lIxo < c)7(T, 1I'1'lIxo), m = 1,2, ... ,
tE[-T,T]

... ... ...
where c)7(T, 1I'1'lIxo) = max{c)5(1I'1'llxo); c)6(T; 1\'1'lIxo)}'

We multiply the k-th equations (7.47) by OtCk(t) and sum the
results for k = 1, ... , m. It is easy to verify that this yields for
vm(t) the equality (7.38), from which the estimates (7.461:) follow.
The estimates (7.48) for the solutions of (7.47) and our hypothesis
on f guarantee the global unique solvability of the problem (7.47).
The coefficients cT(t) are twice continuously differentiable in t and,
hence, vm(t) and OtVm(t) belong to C(R, X o). To perform the limit
along some subsequence mj --+ +00, let us estimate the quantities
I(o;tvm(t), eP1:)/' using (7.32) and (7.47). Namely,

l(o;t vm (t),4>1:)1

< Vll otVm (t)II + ~~/211vm(t)II1

+ c)2(k, IIvm(t)IIdll vm (t)1I + Ilhll

=c)s(k, IIvm(t)lIxo) .
By (7.48) and (7.49) we may choose from {vm(t)}~=l a subsequence
{vm;(t)}~l enjoying the following properties:

(1) {vm
;(.)} converges to some element v E C(R, H) in the norms

of spaces C([-T, T], H), with any T E R+j
(2) {vm;(.)} and {OtVm;(.)} converge weakly in the Hilbert

spaces L2«-T,T),Hd and L2«-T,T), H), \IT E R+, re

spectively; hence, v E L 2 ,loc(R, Hd and 0tV E L 2,loc(R, H)
and for almost every t

II v(t)lh < lim IIvm;(t)lh and lIotv(t)1I < lim lIotVm;(t)lI.
j-oo ;-00
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(7.50)

converges in C([-T, T]), VT E R+, to OtCk(') =(Ot v(,), ¢k) E
C(R).

From (1) and the hypothesis (7.32) it follows that (f(vmj('»,¢k)
converges (as j -+- +(0) to (f(v(.), ¢k) in C([-T, T]), VT E R+. Thus,
for a fixed k, all terms in (7.47) except the first one have the appro
priate limits in C([-T, T), VT E R+. Hence, O;t(vm(.), ¢k) also has
a limit (in the same sense) and this limit is O;t(v(,), ¢k) E C([-T, T]),
VT E R+. Now, we may conclude that the limit v(.) satisfies the
equations:

o?t(vet), ¢k) + VOt(vet), ¢k)

+ Ak(vet), ¢k) + (f(v(t», ¢k) =(h, ¢k) ,

(v, ¢k)lt=o =('110 , ¢k), Ot(v, ¢k)lt=o =('11 1l ¢k) ,

k =1,2, ... ,

and, besides, v E C(R, H) n L2,loc(R, HI) and OtV E Loo,loc(R, H) ....
Moreover, g(., '11) =- f(v(·» + h is an element of Loo,loc(R, H) and

IIg(t, ~)II < c)l(lIv(t)lh)llv(t)lh + II h ll
< c)l(c)7(T, 1I~0Ilxo))c)7(T, II~ollxo) + IIhll (7.51)

=c)s(T, II~ollxo) ,

for t E [-T, T). Hence v(·) =(8:~(.)) may be interpreted as a weak so-...
lution of the linear problem (7.40) with 9 E Loo,loc(R, H) and'll E Xo.
On the other hand Theorem 7.2 guarantees for this problem the ex
istence of a solution in C(R, Xo), and because of Theorem 7.1 this
solution must coincide with v. Using this result and, in addition the
hypotheses on f and applying Theorem 7.2 we obtain all the state
ments of Theorem 7.4 except the last one and the uniqueness for prob
lem (7.3). In order to prove the uniqueness suppose that the problem
(7.3) has another solution V'(t) possessing all the properties of vet).
The difference wet) = vet) - V'(t) may be regarded as a solution of
the linear problem (7.40) with the free term get) = (-J(tlo(t)~J(tI~(t)))...
and 'It = O. Since w E C(R, Xo) and g(.) E Loo,loc(R, Xo), for tV
the energy equality (7.12) holds. We estimate the last term in (7.12)
using (7.31) and (7.46k):

I(- f( vo(t» - f( v~(t)), WI (t))1

< c)l (max{lIvo(t)lIl, IIv~(t)lIl} )IIW o(t)lh IIWI (t)1I (7.52)

< c)9(1tl)lIw(t)lIko •
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Hence w(t) satisfies the inequality

~ ~ IIw(t)lIio + vllwl(t)1I 2 < ~9(ltl)lIw(t)lIio (7.53)

and since w(O) = 0 we conclude that w(t) =O. Consequently, prob
lem (7.3) has the unique solution with the properties indicated in
Theorem 7.4. ...

Thus we have proved that the solution operators ltt: 'Ii E X o --+

v(t) E Xo are defined for all i E Xo and t E R; they are single-valued
and because of (7.45), (7.46k) are bounded (i.e. they map bounded
sets into bounded sets). The family {ltt, t E R, X o} has the group
property: ltt l +t~ = ltt l ltt~ for all tt, t2 E R. In order to prove that the...... ... -
operators ltt are continuous on X o, let v(t) = ltt('Ii) and v(t) = ltt('Ii).
As in the proof of uniqueness, we have for w(t) = v(t) - ~(t) the
inequality (7.53) with

~9(1tl) = ~~1 (max {lIvo(t)1I1' Ilvo(t)lId) .
...

By (7.46k), ~9(ltl) < ~lo(ltl,p), where p=max{lIillxo , lIillxo } and
consequently

~ ~ IIw(t)lI~o + vllwl(t)1I 2 < ~lo(ltl,p)llw(t)lI~o . (7.54)

The integration of this inequality yields
... ...

IIw(t)lIxo =IIltt(i) - ltt(i)lIxo < ~ll(ltl,p)lIi - illxo (7.55)
... :::!

for all 'Ii, 'Ii belonging to the ball Bp(O) C Xo of radius p. This
inequality guarantees the uniform continuity of ltt on every ball Bp(O).... ... ...
Since ltt('Ii) is continuous in t for each 'Ii E X o, ltt('Ii) is continuous
in (t, i) E R x X o, i.e. the group {ltt, t E R, X o} is continuous.

Finally the boundedness of the semigroup {ltt, t E R+ , X o} follows
from the estimate (7.461),

7.4 On differentiability of solution operators
Let us consider the differentiability of the solution operators

ltt of problem (7.3). Assume that the conditions of Theorem 3.4 hold
and, in addition, f is differentiable in the following sense:

(d) for all u,11 E HI

f( u) - f( u) = 1'(u)(it - u) + rJ( U, u) (7.56)
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where f'(u) E L(H1 -+ H) and

IIf'(u)IIL(H1-H) < cI>12(llulh); (7.57)

the remainder rJ(U, u) satisfies the inequality

IlrJ(u, u)1I < cI>13(max{llulh, lI ullt})"'(lIu - ulh)llu - ulh
(7.58)

where "'(: R+ -+ R+ is a continuous function, "'(0) = O.
Due to hypothesis (a) (see (7.31)) condition (d) is a new restriction

only for u close to u.
In this situation we shall prove that Vi is differentiable in the fol

lowing sense:
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -. -.-.

Vi(w + se) - vt(w) = sU(t, w)e + R(t, s, '11, e) (7.59)
-to ....... ....

for '11 E X o, s E [-so, so] and e E X o with lIellxo = 1. Here U(t, '11) E
L(Xo -+ Xo) and R( ...) satisfy the inequality

IIR(t, s, ~,Ollxo < cI>14(lt l, lsi, 1I~lIxo) , (7.60)

where cI>14: R3 -+ R+ is a continuous nondecreasing function of its
arguments and Isl-1cI>14(ltL lsI, 1I~llxo) -+ 0 when s -+ O. The oper
ator U(t, ~):Xo -+ Xo is the differential of vt at the point ~. We

~ ~ ~

shall use the notation v(t, '11) for vt(w), and Vk(t, '11), k = 0,1, for its
components.

If the representation (7.59) really holds then it is easy to verify that
~ ~

U(t, w)e is a solution of the linear problem

Oti1(t) = ai1(t) +B(t, i)t7(t) , t7lt=o = t, (7.61)
~ ~ ( 0 )where B(t, w)u(t) = -J'(tI(t,"»uo(t) .

Formally, to obtain (7.61) one has to subtract from the equation
(7.3) for Vi(~ +se1 the same equation written for vt(~), to divide the
result by s and then pass to the limit when s -+ O. Equation (7.61) is

~

the so-called equation in variations for (7.3) (on the solution v(t, '11)).
It is easier to obtain the equation in variations for the scalar prob

lem (7.1). This equation is

oltu(t) +1I0tu(t) + Au + f'(vo(t, w))u(t) =0 (7.61')

The relations between u(t) and t7(t) are u(t) = uo(t), Otu(t) = Ul(t).
Equation (7.61) is the vector form of equation (7.61').

The hypothesis (7.57) implies that B(t, ~)t7 E Xo for any i1 E X o
~ ~

and 11f'(vo(t, w))uoll < cI>12(lIvo(t, w)lIdlluolh·
The unique solvability of problem (7.61) for any t E Xo and ~ E Xo

is proved as for problem (7.3) (see Theorem 7.4) but with essential
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simplifications due to the linearity of problem (7.61). Its solution u(t)
enjoys the following properties:

UE C(R, Xo) , B(t, i)t1(t) E Xo ,

IIB(t, i)t1(t)lIxo < 4>15(1tl, lI i llxo) ,

BtU E Loo,loc(R, X-I) ;
equation (7.61) is fulfilled in X-I for all t E R and the main energy
relation

1 d 2 2 -
2 dt 1I t1(t)lIxo = -lI/1ul(t)1I - (f'(vo(t, 'II))uo(t), ul(t))(7.62)

holds. From (7.62) and from the assumption (7.57) the estimate

IIU(t, i)IIL(xo-xo) < 4>16(ltl, Ilillxo) (7.63)

is derived in the standard way.
Generally, 4>16 --+ +00 as It I --+ +00.
Thus we may take this fact for granted and estimate the remainder

term

R(t, s, i, f) =v(t, i + sf) - v(t, tl) - st1(t, i, f) ,
where u(t, i,e1 =U(t, i)(. It is clear that Ii E C(R,Xo). If·we
subtract from equation (7.3) for v(t, i + se"") the same equation for... ... ... ...
v(t, 'II) and s times equation (7.61) for t1(t, 'II,e), we obtain for R( ...) :

- - -BtR(t, ...) = aR(t, .. .) + B1(t) , (7.64)

where B1(t) = (Bl(~""») and

B1(t, ...) =- f( vo(t, i + sf») + f( vo(t, i))

+ sf'(vo(t, i))uo(t, i, e"") .
Moreover, it is evident that

Rlt=o = O. (7.65)

From the estimates (7.461) and (7.63) and the assumption (7.57)-we deduce that B1 E Loo,loc(R, H). The vector-valued function R:t 4

X o may be regarded as a solution (from C(R, X o)) of the linear prob--lem (7.11) with the free term 9(t) = B1(t) and with zero initial value.
According to Theorem 7.2 the following energy relation holds:

1 d - 2
2dt IIR(t, . . ·)lIxo (7.66)

= -1II1R1(t, .. .)11 2 + (B 1(t, .. .), R1(t,·· .)) .
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B 1(t, ...) using (7.56) may be represented in the form

B 1(t, .. .) = - f'(vo(t, ~))14l(t,s, ~ ,e)
... ...

- rJ(vo(t, '11 + Be), vo(t, '11)) ,

where Ro(t, ...) is the first component of the vector R(t, .. .); note
that the second component R1(t, ...) appeared in (7.66). The last
term in (7.66) may be estimated as follows:

I(B1(t, .. .), Rl(t, .. ·))1

< <)12(llvo(t, ~)lh)1I14l(t, .. ·)lhIIR1(t, .. ·)11
+ <)13(max{lIvo(t, ~ + se1lh, II vo(t, ~)Ih})

. i( lI vo(t, ~ + se) - vo(t, ~)Ih) (7.67)

·llvo(t, ~ + se1- vo(t, ~)lhIlRl(t, .. ·)11
... ... 2

< <)17(ltl, 11'I1I1Xo)IIR(t, .. ·)llxo

+ <)18(ltl, lsi, 1I~IIXo)IIR(t, .. ·)lIxo,

where <)18( ...) is such that Isl-1<)18(ltl, lsi, 1I~lIxo) ~ 0 when s ~ O.
We have used the assumptions (7.57), (7.58), the estimates (7.46k)

I ... -to ...

for the solutions 11(t, '11 + se) and 11(t, '11), and the estimate (7.55) for
their difference. Substituting (7.67) into (7.66) and integrating the
resulting inequality, keeping in mind (7.65), we obtain the desired es
timate (7.60). Let us summarize the obtained results in the following
theorem.

Theorem 7.5
Let the assumptions of Theorem 3.4 and the condition (d) be

fulfilled. Then for all t E R the operator ltt is differentiable at each... ...
point '11 E X o, its differential U(t, '11) belongs to the class L(Xo~ X o)... ...
and the norms IIU(t, 'I1)IIL(xo-xo) are uniformly bounded for '11 E
Bp(O) C X o, 'tip> O. The estimates (7.60) hold.

7.5 On the affiliation of the semigroup
{ltt, t E R+, X o} to the class AK and attractors
We shall prove the following

Theorem 7.6
Let the conditions of Theorem 7.4 and the following condition

be satisfied
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(e) At every point of u E HI I has a derivative I'(u) E
L(H -+ H- I+6) where 6 is a number belonging to (0,1] and

111'(U)IIL(H-H_ 1+6 ) < ~19(llulld . (7.68)

Then the semigroup {lIt,t E R+,Xo} belongs to the class AK....
Let vet, 'It) be a solution of problem (7.3) guaranteed by Theorem
7.4. Its representation (7.37) holds and it may be interpreted as the
representation of the operators lit: Xo -+ Xo in the form

lit = Ut + Wt , t E R+ , (7.69)

where Ut : X 0 -+ Xo are the resolving operators of the linear problem
(7.22) and Wt : Xo -+ Xo are defined by the equality

W,(>i) =l' U'-TCf( vo(T~>i)) +h) dT • (7.70)

Let us show that (7.69) allows us to use Theorem 3.3, and thus to
prove that the semigroup {lIt,t E R+,Xo} belongs to the class AK.

We already know that IIUtIIL(xo-xo) -+ 0, when t -+ +ooj therefore
we only have to prove the compactness of the operators Wt , t > O.
To this end it is sufficient to prove that each Wt (t > 0) transforms
any set B, bounded in X o, into a set bounded in X6, 6 > O. We also
know that

v(.,~) E C(R+, Xo) and

sup IlV(t , ~)lIxo < ~2o(llillxo) ,
tER+

where ~2o(II~lIxo) = (max{lj 1111}~4(11~lIxo))1/2 (see (7.45)).
From this and from condition (a) it follows that

g(., ~) =-I(vo{-, i)) + h

belongs to C(R+ ,H) and

sup IIg(t, ~)" < sup [~I(lIvo(t,i)lIdllvo(t, i)II1 + IIhlll
tER+ tER+

Additionally, because of condition (e), get, ~) is differentiable in t,

Otg(t, i) = - I'(vo(t, i))Otvo(t, i)

= -I'(vo(t, ~))Vl(t,~) E H- I+6
and

IIOtg(t, i)II-I+6 < ~19(IIvo(t, i)IIdllvl(t, i)II .

Therefore SUPtER+ 1I0tg(t, i)II-I+6 < ~2I (IIillxo).
We can consider u\(i) =w(t,~) as a solution of the linear prob

lem (7.11) with the free term get, ~) and zero initial data and use
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Theorem 7.3. All its conditions are fulfilled when r = -1 + f>, hence
... ... ...

wo(·, 'If) E C(R, H I +6), WI(·, 'If) = 8two(·, 'If) E C(R, H6)

and, as is easy to verify, from (7.28) and (7.29) we get the estimate
... ...

sup IIWt ('If)lIx6 < ~22(II'1fllxo)' f> > 0 . (7.71)
tER+

Thus Theorem 7.6 is proved as X 6 with f> > 0 is compactly embed
ded in Xo.

Now we shall use the theorems of Part I on attractors for semigroups
of the class AK; see Chapter 3. To this end we must prove at least
the point-dissipativeness of our semigroup.

Since, in this case, we have the good Lyapunov function £, (see
(7.39)) it is sufficient to prove the boundedness of the set Z of all
possible stationary points z= e~). Here Zl = 0 and Zo is a solution
of problem

Azo+ f(zo) = h, Zo E HI . (7.72)

Let us assume that f(·) has the property:
(f) for any u E HI

-(f(u), u) < (1- v2)lIull~+ C2, V2 E (0,1], C2 E R+. (7.73)

The inner product in H of (7.72) with Zo and (7.73) give

IIzoll~ < (1 - v2)lIzoll~ + C2 + Ilhllllzoll ;
hence the estimate

IIzolh < C3 (7.74)

holds for any possible solution of problem (7.72).
This estimate and the hypothesis (a) on f allow us also to majorize

the norm IIzoll2' namely

IIzo112 = II AzolI < Ilf(zo)1I + IIhll
< ~1(lIzolldllzolh + Ilhll (7.75)

< ~1(C3)C3 + IIhll =C4 .
Thus the set Z lies in the ball Bc,,(O) C Xo and is bounded in Xl.

Moreover, Z is closed in Xo (and in Xl as well, see 7.31) and
therefore it is compact in Xo.

So, if the conditions of Theorem 7.6 and hypothesis (7.73) are ful
filled, then,according to Theorem 7.2, {\tt, t E R+, Xo} has the set Z-as its attractor M and the attractor M is a connected compact set,
composed of Z and of all complete trajectories connecting the points
of Z. Moreover, the attractor M is a closed bounded subset of the
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space X6,6 > O. Indeed, if ~ E M, then v(t,~) =\tt(~) E M, for
every t E H, and for arbitrary t and s we have

v(t, ~) = Ut - 3 (v(s, ~))

+l U.-TC f(VO(T~ >i)) + h)dT.
If s tends to -00, then we get

.. .. jt ( 0 )
v(t, 'If) = -00 Ut - r -f(VO(T,~» + h dT,t E R, (7.77)

since M is a bounded set and the operators Ut enjoy the property
(7.23I).

This is the integral equation for complete trajectories lying in M.
For M the following estimate holds

IIMllx6< ~22(IIMllxo) , (7.78)..
where IIMllx := sUPieM 1I'1fllx ...

Indeed, let 'If E M. We can use (7.69) for \I, with s > 0 and..
represent "p as follows:

~ ~ ~ ~

'If = \I, (v(-s, 'If)) = U3 (v(-s, 'If» + W3 (v(-s, 'If)),

where v(-s, i) = v_ 3 (i) EM... ..
Then sUP3eR+ IIv(-s, 'If)lIx6 < IIMllx6' because v(-s, 'If) EM,

and by (3.23I) IIU3 (v(-s, i»lIx6 < m4(a,6)e- CU IIMllx6. For the
second term W3 (v(-s, ~)) we have the estimate (7.71) and therefore

lI i llx6 < m4(a, 6)e- CU IIMllx6+ ~22(IIMllxo) .
If s tends to +00 then we get (7.78).

So we have proved the following theorem:

Theorem 7.7
If h E Hand f satisfies the conditions (a)-(c), (e) and (J)

(see (7.73)), then the semigroup {\tt, t E H+, Xo} has the compact-minimal global attractor M coinciding with the set Z of all station-
ary points. It is a bounded subset in the space X1. Its minimal global
B-attractor M is connected and compact in X o, consisting of all com
plete trajectories connecting points of the set Z. It is a bounded subset
in the space X6, 6 > O. For the trajectories v(t, i) = \tt(i) on M
the integral equation (7.77) holds.

Although Theorem 7.7 is meaningfu~, its practical application for de
termining M requires a lot of additional work.
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That is why those cases where we can really find a bounded set Bo
containing the attraetor M are very important. Now we do this by
supposing that :F, besides the properties listed above, also enjoys the
following:

(g) for all u E H 1

113:F(U) - (f(u), u) < C3 l (7.79)

with some 113 E (0,2) and C3 E R+.
As in the proof of the estimates (7.20k) we shall use v(t, a) related

to the solution v(t) by means of (7.13); v(t, a) is the solution of (7.4)
and hence the corresponding energy equality of the form (7.16) with
s =0 holds. Namely,

~ ~lIv(t,a)llko
=-allVo(t, a)lIi,a - (II - a)llvl(t, a)W (7.80)

+ (-f(vo(t, a)) + h, vl(t,a)).
The last term may be transformed as follows:

(- f(vo(t, a)) + h, avo(t, a) + OtVo(t, a))

= :t [-:F(vo(t, a)) + (h, vo(t, a))]

- a(f(vo(t, a)), vo(t,a)) + a(h,vo(t,a)).

This enables us to rewrite (7.80) in terms of the function

£a(11) =~lIuolli.a + ~lIulW + :F(uo) - (h,uo).

Namely

~£a(v(t, a))

= -allvo(t,a)1Ii a - (11- a)llvl(t,a)112
,

- a(f(vo(t, a)), vo(t, a)) + a(h,vo(t,a))

=-aIl3£a(V(t,a))

+ a [1I3:F(VO(t, a)) - (f(vo(t, a)), vo(t, a))] (7.81)

+ a(1 - 113)(h, vo(t, a))

1 I 2- a(1 - 2"112 ) Ivo(t, a)lh,a

- (11- a - ~aIl3)llvl(t,a)112 .

By the assumption (7.79) the term enclosed in the square brackets
[...] on the right hand side of (7.81) is no larger than aC3. The sum
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of the remaining terms (except the first one) is no larger than aC4,

where

C4 = [(2 - V3)~1 (a)r l (1 - v3)211hll,

provided a satisfies the inequality (7.6). Now it follows from (7.81)
that

(7.87)

(7.86)

(7.84)

(7.82)

(7.88)

~£a(V(t,a)) < -av3£a(V(t,a)) +acs,

with Cs = C3 + C4. By integrating this inequality we obtain

£a(v(t,a)) < e-aIl3t£a(V(0, a» + v;lcs,t E R+ . (7.83)

From (7.83) we want to deduce information about the solution
vet) = C-l(a)v(t,a) in terms of the norm in X o. We proceed
as above, where the estimates (7.20k) were deduced from (7.18k)'
Namely, for arbitrary V, v(a) E X o such that v(a) = C(a)v we have
(7.192) with s = 0, i.e.

m1
l (0, a)llVllxo < IIv(a)lIxo.ar < m2(0, a)IIVllxo .

Using (7.84) and (7.36) we get

£a(v(a»

1 2 2 -1/2< 2m2(0, a)llVllxo+ <I>3(llVllxo) + Ilhll~l 1IVllxo (7.85)

= <I> 23 (IIVI Ixo) .
In order to estimate £a(v(a» from below we use (7.84) and (7.34):

£a(v(a)) > ~m12(O, a)IIV1lio - (~ - vdllVilio

- Cl -lIhll~~1/211V1lxo .
In addition to (7.6) we impose on a the following restriction

m1
2(0, a) - 1+ 2Vl = (Pl(a)m- l (a))2 - 1 + 2Vl

> 4V4 > °
with some positive V4. Since PI (a) and m(a) tend to 1 as a -+ 0,
(7.87) always holds for a small enough. Now, (7.86) and (7.87) yield

£a(v(a)) > v41/V1lio - Cl - (4V4~d-1I/hW

=v41/V1lio - c~ .
From the inequalities (7.83), (7.85) and (7.88) it follows that

I/v(t, i)l/io < e-aIl3tvil<I>23(lIil/xo) + c~, t E R+ , (7.89)

where c~ = V4l(C~ +vilcs). This estimate, being true for a solution
v(t, i) of (7.3) with arbitrary i E X o, shows that every bounded set
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B C X°falls inside the ball

B2cs(0) ={v: vE X o,1IV1lxo < 2C6}

after a finite time t(B). Thus we have proved:
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(7.90)

Theorem 7.8
If h E H and I satisfies the conditions (a)-(c) and (g), then

the semigroup {Vi, t E R+, Xo} has the ball B 2cs (0) for a B-absorbing
set.

Remark A representative class of nonlinear partial differential equa
tions is that in which I(v) is a polynomial Pm ( v) of degree m. If m is
odd and the coefficient of the principal term in Pm(v) is positive, the
conditions (7.34) and (7.79) hold with Vl = ~ in (7.34) and V4 = m~l

in (7.79).

7.6 On the dimensions of compact invariant sets
We want here to estimate above dimH(A) and dimJ(A) for

a compact invariant set A E Xo using Theorems 4.8 and 4.9. Let
f satisfy the conditions of Theorem 7.5, its derivative f' (vo) at each
point Vo EPA c Hl, where P is the orthoprojector of Xo onto Hl ,

belongs to L(Hl -{3 ~ H(3) with some f3 > 0 and

sup Ilf'(vo)IIL(Hl_~-H~)< Cl, Cl E R+ . (7.91)
tloE'P.A

We shall use the representation of problem (7.1) in the form (7.4)
and XO,a as the phase-space, supposing that a is subject to the re
strictions (7.6).

The next inequality follows from (7.91):

sup 1I/'(vo)IIL(Hl_~.",-H~.",) < cl(a) , (7.92)
tloE'P(a).A

where P(a) is the orthoprojector of XO,a onto Hl,a .

Let us denote by Vi(a): XO,a ~ X O,a the solution operators ofprob
. lem (7.4). It is easy to verify that they have the same properties as...

those Vi:Xo~ Xo of problem (7.3). Denote by U(t, a, '11) the differ-... ...
ential of Vi(a) at the point '11 E A. The family {U(t, a, '11): XO,a ~

XO,a , t E R+} is a collection of solution operators of the linear
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problem

atu(t ,a) = a(a)u(t, a) + B(t, a, ~)u(t, a)

=L(t, a, ~)u(t,a) , (7.93)
...

ult=o = e,
... ... ( 0 )where B(t, a, '!f)u(t, a) = -J'(vo(t,a,i»uo(t,a) (see (7.61».

According to Theorems 4.8 and 4.9 we have to majorize the quad-...
ratic form (L(t, a, '!f)u, i1)xo,or for an arbitrary uE XO,a. From (7.10)
and (7.91), we get (as in (7.16»:

...
«L(t, a, '!f)u, u)xo,or

< -alluollta - (1I- a)lIulll2

, ...
- (I (vo(t, a, '!f»uo, uI)

(7.94)
< -alli1llko,or + 1I!,(vo(t,a, ~»uolll3,allull1-l3,a

< -alli1llko,or + C1 (a)lluolll-l3,a lIull1-l3,a
< -alli1llko,or + C2(a )lIi11l~L~,or '

where c2(a) = ~cl(a). Thus, the condition (4.34) of Theorem 4.8
is fulfilled with ho(t) = a, m = 1 and h81 (t) = C2(a), 51 = -f3.
Therefore dimH(A) < N where N is the minimal integer satisfying
the inequality

-aN + c2(a) SPN X- 13 (a) < O. (7.95)

Let us remember that

... (A(a) 0)A(a) := 0 A(a) A(a) = A - a(lI - a)I .

The spectrum of A(a) consists of the numbers A~(a) = Al;(a)
Al; - a(lI - a), k = 1,2, ... where 0 < A1 < A2 < ... are eigenvalues
of A.

In order to estimate dimJ (A) we suppose that

SPnX-13(a) < c3(a)n l
- 13 , n = 1,2,... (7.96)

with some c3(a) E R+. Then, according to Theorem 4.9 dimJ(A) <
N, where N is the minimal integer such that

-a +c2(a)c3(a)N-13 < 0, (7.97)

We know that X 0 a and X° coincide as sets and their norms are,
equivalent. Therefore the dimensions dimH(') and dimJ(') of A as
subsets of the space XO,a and of the space Xo are the same. So we
have proved the following theorem:
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Theorem 7.9
Let the conditions of Theorem 7.5 and condition (7.91) be

fulfilled, and a be a number satisfying the inequalities (7.6). Then
dirnH(A) < N where N is the minimal integer satisfying the inequal
ity (7.95). If the spectrum {~A: }k'=1 of operator A is such that the
inequality (7.96) is satisfied, then dirnJ(A) < N where N is the min

imal integer satisfying (7.97).
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